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Abstract 

Fatigue crack analysis is an essential tool for life prediction and maintenance of components 

subjected to constant and variable amplitude loading. Investigation of crack growth 

mechanisms such as crack closure and crack growth retardation due to overload can lead to 

design optimization as they cause retardation of crack growth, which implies there is a potential 

opportunity to extract more life from a mechanical component. Despite of enormous literature 

suggesting the effect of various variables on crack closure, the effect of value of strain 

hardening exponent on fatigue crack closure is poorly understood and not validated 

experimentally. Strain hardening also known as work hardening is the term used to describe 

the phenomenon that most metals become stronger when plastically deformed. In the current 

project, experiments were carried out on CT specimens of three different materials viz. pure 

Titanium, Al2024-T3 and Al6061-T6 whose value of strain hardening exponent was 6, 8 and 

14 respectively to investigate the effect of the value of strain hardening exponent on crack 

closure and it was observed that the extent of crack closure was different for different value of 

strain hardening exponent. The experiments were carried out on all three materials to identify 

the effect of value of strain hardening exponent on post-overload fatigue crack growth and it 

was found that, the post-overload crack growth retardation was higher for the material with 

higher value of strain hardening exponent. The experimental plastic zones were obtained using 

Thermoelastic Stress Analysis (TSA) technique and it was concluded that, at a higher value of 

strain hardening exponent (n=6), the radius of the plastic zone is smaller than for a lower value 

of strain hardening exponent (n=14) for the same crack length. It has been established that the 

value of strain hardening exponent plays a major role on the size of the plastic zone, values of 

∆𝑲𝑰 and crack growth retardation demonstrating that it is an important material parameter. 
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The pioneering analysis of Hutchinson [17] and Rice and Rosengren [18] to 

characterise the crack-tip stress fields in the case of strain hardening materials for small scale 

yielding crack problems in plane strain for mode I or mode II stress distributions was extended 

by Shih for mixed mode loadings and he plotted the plastic zone contours of a fatigue crack as 

a function of value of strain hardening exponent, n. Despite of numerous studies have been 

carried out, these plastic zone contours have never been demonstrated experimentally. Another 

purpose of this work was to fill that gap by experimentally characterizing the plastic zone of a 

fatigue crack at different values of strain hardening exponent. It has been revealed that 

experimental results do not validate Shih’s predictions but they are in accordance with 

Hutchinson’s solution. 

The research to date has tended to focus on the extent of plastic zone parallel to the 

direction of crack growth; however, little attention has been paid to model the plastic zone 

perpendicular to the direction of crack growth. The radius of the plastic zone, 𝒓𝒑 is not a reliable 

measure as the shape of the plastic zone changes with specimens of different thickness and 

during different modes of loading. Therefore it was decided to consider the area of the plastic 

zone as a reliable parameter to characterise the plastic work ahead of the crack tip instead of 

relying on either the size or shape of the plastic zone. It has been demonstrated that the plastic 

zone size is dependent on the value of strain hardening exponent but the shape is independent 

of the value of strain hardening exponent. Hence, a novel method to model the plastic zone size 

using a mathematical function has been proposed. The plastic zone size was determined by 

applying Irwin and Dugdale’s plastic zone radius as variables in the equation of a plane 

algebraic quartic curve. It was illustrated that the novel method has great potential to model the 

plastic zone size. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Motivation and aims of the research 

The consumption of energy has increased rapidly for the past few years. Fossil fuels are the 

principal energy source which are finite and will run out over the next few centuries if used at 

the current rate [1]. Thus it is necessary to find ways to either replace fossil fuels as a source 

of energy by renewable energy resources or ensure efficient usage of fossil fuels. In addition 

to being finite, fossil fuels emit CO2 on combustion, which contributes to global warming and 

a raised carbon footprint. According to Renewable Energy Research Brief 2015, the transport 

sector accounts for about 23% of annual global energy-related CO2 emissions. There was 120% 

rise during the 1970s [2]. The Energy Information Administration (EIA) 2016 states that most 

of the energy in UK (83%) was produced by consuming fossil fuels (petroleum (36%), natural 

gas (33%) and coal (14%)). The transportation and industrial sectors account for more than 

90% of petroleum consumption. Demand for diesel and aviation fuel is continuously increasing 

[3]. So it is a priority to find ways to utilize the available resources of fossil fuels more 

efficiently to save fossil fuels for future generations and to reduce the ecological footprint by 

enabling more sustainable, reliable and safer designs of components associated with power 

generation and transportation, including aerospace.  Technological measures to reduce fossil 

fuel dependence in transport sector can be supplemented by a range of strategies including, 

1) Smaller engines that burn lesser fuel, hybrid engines that uses less fuels and emit less 

CO2, smarter engines that ensure complete combustion of fuel minimizing any 

scavenging. 
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2) Reducing the weight of structures (composite materials) in manufacturing of the parts 

without compromising the safety to improve fuel efficiency. 

3) Improving the design of vehicles (motor vehicles, railed vehicles, watercraft, aircraft) 

to produce less aerodynamic drag 

4) Regular inspection, maintenance and repair of components. Frequent examination of 

components for fatigue cracks as it is one of the primary damage mechanism of 

structural components [4, 5]. 

The first three technological measures are applicable before manufacturing of components at 

the design stage, while the last measure is applicable to components which are currently in 

service. Many engineers and researchers around the world are working on methods to reliably 

predict fatigue crack growth to perform necessary repair and to estimate post-damage life to 

forecast when the component should be removed from service [6].  

Fatigue is progressive and localised structural damage that occurs when a material is 

subjected to repeatedly applied loads [7]. A disastrous fatigue failure could lead to economical 

outage, environmental damage, fatalities and liability problems. Fatigue also limits the service 

life of components. The first attempt to identify fatigue was made in the eighteenth century by 

Wilhelm Albert, since then there has been impressive progress in the field [8]. In the 19th and 

20th centuries several serious fatigue failures were reported including fatigue failures of 

machinery, moving vehicles, welded structures, aircrafts, trains, pressure vessels, bridges etc. 

For example, in 1989, United Airlines Flight 232 lost its tail engine due to fatigue failure in a 

fan disk hub leading to death of 111 people [9]. The Hatfield rail crash in 2000 was caused by 

rolling contact fatigue (defined as multiple surface-breaking cracks). The steel rails of the 

tracks were subjected to metal fatigue caused by the passage of trains. Repeated loading caused 

fatigue cracks to grow and when they reached a critical size, the rail failed [10]. The 
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investigation of these failed structures revealed that failure began with microscopic cracks. 

These cracks may be the result of material imperfections, design discontinuities, unexpected 

loading, thermal stress or fatigue.  Amongst these, fatigue is the main cause of crack growth 

resulting in structural failure [11]. So, knowledge of fatigue crack growth is important for 

structural integrity. 

Fatigue cracks initiate due to the movement of dislocations forming persistent slip 

bands leading to crack nucleation, micro-crack growth and ultimate failure. Fatigue life 

consists of two periods, a crack initiation period and a crack growth period. Fatigue prediction 

methods are different for these two periods. The stress concentration factor Kt is used for 

predictions of crack initiation while the stress intensity factor range K is used for predictions 

of fatigue crack growth, where K is the difference between the maximum and minimum stress 

intensity factors during a particular loading cycle (𝑲 = 𝑲𝒎𝒂𝒙 −𝑲𝒎𝒊𝒏). The stress intensity 

factor, 𝑲 gives the magnitude of elastic stress field and represents the stress distribution around 

the crack tip. It is a function of specimen geometry, size and the length of the crack and the 

loading configuration [12]. The Paris law is the most popular fatigue crack growth life 

prediction model which relates the stress intensity factor range (𝜟𝑲) to the crack growth rate 

per cycle (𝒅𝒂/𝒅𝑵) for Small Scale Yielding (SSY) conditions (when plastic zone at crack tip 

is small in comparison with the crack length) [13]. The law assumes that (i) material is 

uniformly homogeneous, which is unrealistic, and (ii) crack tip stress and strain are 

independent of specimen thickness, which is not correct. In theory, Paris’s law holds only when 

the crack propagation is controlled by elastic deformation occurring around the crack tip. 

However, plastic deformation is always present in the vicinity of a stressed crack tip in ductile 

metal materials. The fatigue fracture is significantly affected by the plastically deformed zone 

around the crack tip known as the plastic zone. Plastic zone size depends on variables such as 

yield stress, applied stress, specimen thickness and crack geometry and so it has clear physical 
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interpretation to describe fatigue crack propagation [14]. The size of the plastic zone is useful 

for structural analysis because it gives the estimate of how the material behaves when subjected 

to stress. During the SEM experiments, Davidson observed that, fatigue stress cycle results in 

many low level acoustic emissions; however the advance of the crack front through the plastic 

zone causes significant bursts of acoustic emission. By using appropriate sensors, this 

phenomenon can be used for structural health monitoring [15]. The estimation of the size of 

the plastic zone can be used to analyse how a material will react within itself when it is 

plastically deformed, which could give rise to fracture. The size of the plastic zone (when 

compared with crack length) indicates whether the SSY condition is satisfied or not. Hanh and 

Rosenfield characterised the plane stress and plane strain plastic zones using etching technique 

and concluded that it is possible to predict the stress state (plane stress vs plane strain) from 

the plastic zone shape [16]. In conclusion, plastic zone plays a vital role in crack growth 

therefore it is important to characterise the plastic zone of a fatigue crack tip. 

Several models have been proposed by researchers to model the extent of the crack tip 

plastic zone including the pioneering work of Irwin [17] and Dugdale [18]. According to Irwin, 

the extent of the plastic zone rp ahead of the crack tip is proportional to the square of the stress 

intensity factor,                                                                        

                                                                       𝒓𝒑 =
𝟏

𝝅
[
∆𝑲𝑰

𝝈𝒚
]
𝟐

                                                             [1.1] 

where, ∆KI is the range of the stress intensity factor and σy is the yield stress. He made several 

assumptions such as he considered the material to be elastic-perfectly plastic i.e. stresses cannot 

exceed the yield stress σy, and the value of strain hardening exponent n=0. Irwin analysed the 

situation along the x-axis only and considered the plastic zone shape to be circular (Fig 1.1(i)). 

There is no priori reason why the plastic zone should be circular [19]. 
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Fig 1.1: A schematic representation of (i) Irwin and (ii) Dugdale plastic zone model [15,16] 

Dugdale followed a different approach to find the plastic zone extent. In Dugdale’s Strip-Yield 

model, the plastic zone is envisioned as a narrow strip which extends a distance rp ahead of the 

crack tip (Fig 1.1(ii)) [16]. This type of behaviour occurs for few materials particularly, when 

value of strain hardening exponent n ≈ 0, such as annealed mild steel, polymers), but not for 

all materials [20].           

The Dugdale plastic zone size equation is,  

                                                                      𝒓𝒑 =
𝝅

𝟖
[
∆𝑲𝑰

𝝈𝒚
]
𝟐

                                                   [1.2] 

Irwin and Dugdale both assumed an elastic-perfectly plastic material response. But for 

strain-hardened materials, less stress redistribution occurs at the crack tip and as a result the 

plastic zone size would be smaller.  The behaviour of plastic zones in strain hardening materials 

subject to mode I loading under small-scale yielding (SSY) conditions are given by Hutchinson 

(1968) and by Rice and Rosengren (1968) and are known as HRR singularities [21, 22]. This 

analysis was extended by Shih for mixed mode loadings [23]. He obtained an elastic-plastic 

solution for combined mode I and mode II fatigue cracks as a function of value of strain 

hardening exponent n and plotted the plastic zone contours as shown in Fig 1.2. 

(i) (ii) 
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Fig 1.2: A schematic representation plastic zone contours at various values of strain hardening exponent by Shih 

The n is strain hardening exponent in a Ramberg-Osgood representation of elastic-plastic 

constitutive behaviour represented by [24] 

                                                                  𝜺 =
𝝈

𝑬
+ (

𝝈

𝑨
)
𝒏

                                                        [1.3] 

where, ε is the uniaxial strain, 𝝈 is uniaxial stress, E is Young’s modulus and 𝑨 is a monotonic 

strength coefficient. Here, n= 1 for a linear elastic material and n=∞ for an elastic-perfectly 

plastic material. The value of n  is determined by performing a linear regression on a log-log 

plot of stress vs strain. Despite of numerous studies, using analytical and numerical approaches, 

having been carried out [25-31], these plastic zone contours at various values of strain 

hardening exponent have never been demonstrated experimentally. The purpose of this 

research is to fill that gap by experimentally characterizing the plastic zone of a fatigue crack 

for different values of strain hardening exponent. The plastic zone has been estimated 

analytically by following Hutchinson’s theory (1971) and results are compared with Shih’s 

numerical predictions (1973) [21, 23]. Experimental plastic zone have been compared with the 

numerical predictions of Shih. 

Another significant limitation of the Irwin and Dugdale plastic zone models is that their 

analyses are for ideal mathematical cracks which do not experience “crack closure”. The 

concept of crack-closure was discovered by Elber in 1970, when he observed that fatigue-crack 

surfaces contact each other even during tension-tension cyclic loading [32]. He suggested that 
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a zone of residual plastic deformation is left in the wake of a fatigue crack. The crack does not 

open unless the applied load is enough to overcome this residual compressive stress present in 

the plastic wake zone. This plasticity induced crack closure will decrease the fatigue crack 

growth rate by reducing the effective stress intensity range ∆Keff [32]. Since the discovery of 

plasticity-induced fatigue-crack closure, several other sources of crack closure including 

viscous-fluids [33] phase transformation [34], oxides [35] and roughness [36] in the crack 

flanks have been identified. The mechanisms of crack closure are complicated and not fully 

understood. Enormous experimental investigations, numerical analysis and analytical studies 

have been conducted to determine the effect of thickness, specimen geometry, stress state and 

loading condition on crack closure [37-48]. However, the effect of values of strain hardening 

exponent on fatigue crack closure is poorly understood and not validated experimentally. In 

the current project, experiments were carried out to investigate the effect of the value of strain 

hardening exponent on crack closure. In order to have range of value of strain hardening 

exponent, Pure Titanium, Al 2024-T3 and Al 6061-T6 have been selected for the experiments. 

Another reason for choosing these materials is their extensive use in aerospace industry.  

The life prediction of structural and mechanical components is complicated as they may 

be subjected to variable amplitude loading or occasional overload cycles during service. It has 

been known for over five decades that overload cycles of sufficient magnitude can result in 

crack growth retardation or arrest [49-69]. Several different mechanisms have been proposed 

to explain the crack growth retardation following an overload [56]. These proposed 

mechanisms are (i) crack tip blunting [53] (ii) residual compressive stresses close to crack tip 

[58] and the accompanying interactions between the crack tip and the yield zone [55, 56] (iii) 

crack tip strain hardening [57] (iv) crack closure due to residual plastic deformation in the crack 

wake of the advancing crack front [58, 60].  Among these mechanisms, the phenomenon of 

crack closure [57-60] and the extent of plastic zone directly ahead of the crack -tip [65] are the 
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most significant mechanisms in explaining post-overload transients supported by a large body 

of evidence [54-64]. In the current project, the experiments were carried out to investigate how 

the fatigue crack of strain hardened materials behave when subjected to overloads.  

It is extremely difficult to give a proper description of plastic zone size and shape 

considering the combined influence of the state of stresses, modes of loading, the crack length, 

dislocation density, materials’ properties and its dimensions. For this reason, models most 

widely known from literature have followed one of two approaches. Either they give an 

approximation of size with a selected shape, e.g. the Irwin and Dugdale approaches, or they 

give an impression of shape but retain the first size approximation as derived by Von Mises or 

Tresca yield criteria. The research to date has tended to focus on the extent of plastic zone 

parallel to the direction of the crack growth; however, little attention has been paid to modelling 

the plastic zone perpendicular to the direction of crack growth and to find the plastic zone area. 

The extent of the plastic zone, 𝒓𝒑 is not a reliable measure as the shape of the plastic zone 

changes with specimens of different thickness and during different modes of crack growth. In 

addition, the plastic zone size is not similar in the direction parallel to crack growth and 

perpendicular to crack growth. To overcome these problems, the area of the plastic zone, that 

contains information about both size and shape, could be more reliable measure to use to predict 

the plastic work ahead of the crack tip instead of relying on either the size or shape of the plastic 

zone. In the current project a novel methodology has been proposed to model the plastic zone 

shape and to determine its area using a mathematical function. The plastic zone size and shape 

found using this novel model have been compared with experimental results and show a very 

good agreement.  

To characterize the plastic zone at the macro scale, the Thermoelastic Stress Analysis 

(TSA) technique has been selected because it has the ability to measure full-field strain maps 

in a specimen accurately and reliably and it does not require priori knowledge of materials 
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property. To characterize the plastic zone at the micro scale, Back Scattered Electron image 

analysis (BSEIA) and Discrete Fourier Transformation (DFT) processing has been employed 

to measure the plastic strain distribution around a fatigue crack tip.  

1.2 Objectives 

The aim of the research was to characterise the plastic zone of a fatigue crack 

experimentally and numerically at various values of strain hardening exponent.  

The main objectives of the project were, 

(1) To characterise the experimental plastic zone at constant amplitude loading and 

during overload using two techniques named Thermoelastic Stress Analysis (TSA) 

and Back Scattered Electron Image Evaluation (BSEIA) at macro scale and micro 

scale. 

(2) To characterise the plastic zone at range of strain hardening exponents, n (n = 6, 8 

and 14) to elucidate the effect of value of strain hardening exponent on plastic zone 

size and shape. To investigate the effect of plasticity-induced crack closure and 

overloads at various values of strain hardening exponent. 

(3) To characterize the plastic zone using existing theories including Hutchinson (1971) 

and Shih (1973) [17, 19]. 

(4) To develop a novel method to characterize the plastic zone using a mathematical 

function. 

1.3 Thesis structure 

This thesis focuses on experimental characterisation of plastic zone to investigate the effect of 

value of strain hardening exponent on crack closure and overload crack growth retardation. 

Chapter 2 reviews different techniques to characterise the plastic zone experimentally 

and numerically. This chapter also reviews the literature regarding the effect of plasticity-
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induced crack closure and overloads. Finally this chapter compares two widely used full-field 

stress fields (TSA – Thermoelastic Stress Analysis) and displacement fields (DIC- Digital 

Image Correlation) techniques to choose the most suitable technique to characterise the plastic 

zone.  

Chapter 3 presents the literature survey of the most commonly used mathematical 

models characterising the stress fields ahead of the crack tip. The plastic zone shape proposed 

by Von Mises is described. Following this, the phenomena of fatigue crack closure is discussed.  

Chapter 4 reveals why the particular materials are selected for the experiments. It also 

describes the procedure to prepare the specimens for the experiments. Finally, the principles of 

TSA (Thermoelastic Stress Analysis) and BSEIA (Back Scattered Electron Image Analysis) 

techniques, equipment used and the process to characterise the plastic zone from the data is 

described.  

Initially, Chapter 5 lists the results from TSA technique. It also discusses the effect of 

a value of strain hardening exponent on plastic zone size and shape, plasticity-induced crack 

closure and overloads. Subsequently, it shows the results from BSEIA technique for a strain 

hardening exponent, n=6. Next, it explores the BSEIA technique’s sensitivity to the overload. 

This chapter then discusses the applicability of BSEIA technique to the materials of value of 

strain hardening exponent, n = 8 and n = 14. It also explores novel method to recognise the 

plasticity from BSE images using the statistical information of image. Finally, it proposes the 

usefulness of Circular - Nomarski Interference Contrast (C-NIC) microscopy in absence of 

Field Emission Gun Scanning Electron Microscope (FE-SEM).   

Chapter 6 compares the experimental plastic zone with the numerical plastic zone 

proposed by previous researchers. This chapter then discusses the plastic zone achieved by 
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author by following Hutchinson’s methodology [17]. Finally, it reveals the novel method to 

model the plastic zone using a mathematical function.  

Chapter 7 draws the major conclusions of this thesis, and recommendation for future 

work is covered in chapter 8.  
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Chapter 2 

Theory & Literature Review 

To predict the service life of components subjected to cyclic loading, accurate detection and 

characterization of fatigue crack growth is essential.  To characterise the fatigue crack growth, 

the range of stress intensity factor and the crack tip plastic zone have been established as the 

most suitable and widely accepted parameters in the fracture mechanics [69]. Information about 

the crack tip plastic zone can be very useful for evaluating the components used in power 

plants, oil refineries and transportation including aviation industry. For these reasons, there has 

been a great deal of research interest in the size and shape of the crack tip plastic zones as 

means of characterizing crack tip plastic deformation. Many aspects contribute to the 

catastrophic growth of fatigue cracks such as specimen geometry, stress state, loading 

condition and strain hardening capacity of materials [69-73]. A considerable amount of 

literature has been published detailing the effect of specimen geometry, stress state, loading 

conditions and specimen thickness on crack tip plasticity by analytical, numerical and 

experimental methods; however, only a few papers in the literature investigate the effect of 

strain hardening analytically and numerically yet there are no studies which experimentally 

demonstrate the effect of strain hardening on the plastic zone. In the current project, an 

experimental investigation was conducted to explore the effect of value of strain hardening 

exponent on the plastic zone. This chapter provides the insight of plastic zone and reviews 

different techniques to characterise the plastic zone. 

A large and growing body of literature has investigated the effects of overloads on 

fatigue crack growth in the presence of crack closure, since the crack closure mechanism 
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(which modifies the stress intensity factor range experienced by the crack tip and hence the 

crack growth rate) has been recognised as a crucial phenomenon in the explanation of 

retardation due to overload [74-85]. A survey of the literature suggests that literature on the 

behaviour of strain hardened materials during overload is scarcely reported. In particular, the 

effect of the value of strain hardening exponent on overload remains unexplored.  And to the 

best of author’s knowledge, no report has found the effect of value of strain hardening exponent 

on the plastic zone during an overload. Therefore, another motivation for this study is to 

characterise the plastic zone for strain hardened materials during overload. This chapter also 

explains fatigue crack closure phenomena, effect of overload and provides a literature review 

for the same. 

2.1 Linear Elastic and Elastic Plastic Fracture Mechanics 

Fracture mechanics is the field of mechanics concerned with the study of the propagation of 

cracks in materials and the characterization of the material's resistance to fracture. The stress 

and the flaw size are the driving force of fracture and the fracture toughness is a measure of 

material’s resistance to crack propagation. Fracture occurs when the driving force reaches or 

exceeds the material resistance. Several parameters are available for characterizing the fracture 

driving force i.e. energy release rate G, stress-intensity factor K, J integral and CTOD [14]. 

The appropriate driving force parameters for linear elastic materials are energy release rate G 

and stress intensity factor K while driving force parameters for elastic plastic regime are the J 

integral and CTOD [69].  
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Fig 2.1 Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) applies when the nonlinear deformation of the material is 

confined to a small region near the crack tip. Elastic Plastic Fracture Mechanics (EPFM) is proposed to analyse 

the relatively large plastic zones. 

Fracture mechanics was developed during World War I by A. A. Griffith to explain the 

failure of brittle materials. He assumed that the work required to create new surfaces is 

proportional to the surface energy [86]. The growth of a crack requires the creation of two new 

surfaces and hence an increase in the surface energy. Irwin applied Griffith’s theory to ductile 

material but it gave unrealistically high surface energies so he concluded that crack tip 

plasticity must be playing a significant role in ductile fracture [17]. In ductile material, a plastic 

zone develops at a crack tip, as applied load increases the plastic zone size increases until the 

crack grows and the material behind the crack tip unloads. During the plastic loading and 

unloading cycle near the crack tip, energy dissipates as heat and this additional energy needed 

for crack growth in ductile materials denoted by plastic dissipation 𝑮𝒑. Irwin and his colleagues 

also found a method to calculate the amount of energy available for fracture in terms of 

asymptotic stress and displacement fields around a crack front in linear elastic solid represented 

by Fig 2.2.  
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Fig 2.2 Crack tips produce a 1/√r singularity. The stress fields near a crack tip of an isotropic linear 

elastic material expressed as a product of 1/√r and a function of θ with a scaling factor K 

The stress field around a crack tip is denoted by equation,  

                                                                    𝝈𝒊𝒋 = (
𝑲

√𝟐𝝅𝒓
) 𝒇𝒊𝒋(𝜽)                                             [2.1] 

Where, 𝝈𝒊𝒋 is Cauchy stresses, 𝒓 is the distance from crack tip, 𝜽 is the angle with respect to 

the plane of the crack and 𝒇𝒊𝒋 are functions that depends on crack geometry and loading 

conditions.  Irwin used the stress intensity factor K to quantify the crack tip driving force [17]. 

In 1961, Paris used the stress intensity factor range 𝜟𝑲 to characterize the rate of crack advance 

per cycle to predict the crack growth rate as shown in Fig 2.3, which became known as Paris 

law [87]. 

 
Fig 2.3: Schematic plot of the typical relationship between the crack growth rate and the range of the stress 

intensity factor [91]. 

                                                                     
𝒅𝒂

𝒅𝑵
= 𝑪∆𝑲𝒎                                                           [2.3] 

where 𝒂 is the crack length, 𝑵 is the number of load cycles, 𝑪 and 𝒎 are material constants. 

Paris was the first to explain that during cyclic loading of a crack, there is a reverse cyclic 
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plastic zone near the crack tip, which was examined later by Rice [13, 88]. In the same year, 

Wells at the British Welding Institute proposed a crack-tip opening displacement (CTOD) 

parameter in order to extend the elastic stress intensity factor approach into elastic–plastic 

yielding conditions [89]. While examining the fractured surfaces, Wells noticed that the crack 

faces had moved apart prior to fracture and plastic deformation had blunted an initially sharp 

crack. The degree of crack blunting was proportional to the toughness of the material and so 

he proposed the opening at the crack tip as a measure of fracture toughness commonly known 

as CTOD (Crack Tip Opening Displacement), represented by 𝜹.  

                                                                    𝜹 =
𝟒

𝝅

𝑲𝑰
𝟐

𝝈𝒚𝒔𝑬
                                                                [2.4] 

where 𝑲𝑰 is mode I stress intensity factor, 𝝈𝒚𝒔 is yield stress and 𝑬 is Young’s modulus.  

The path-independent and nonlinear energy release rate J-integral was proposed by Rice in 

1968 to characterize the intensity of elastic–plastic crack-tip fields [22]. He showed that the 

value of the J-integral is equivalent to energy release rate in a nonlinear elastic material that 

contains a crack. 

2.1.1 Small-Scale Yielding (SSY) 

Conventional fracture mechanics has developed single parameters that seek to uniquely 

describe the displacement, strain and stress ahead of a crack. For materials that do not undergo 

plastic deformation, the single parameter is referred to as K. When plastic strain develops at 

the crack tip, the J-integral provides this single parameter. If plasticity remains well contained 

to the crack tip region and is not influenced by the size of the surrounding structure, then K and 

J are uniquely related such that [90], 

                                                                    𝑲 = √
𝑬𝑱

𝟏−𝝂𝟐
                                                                [2.5]       
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where E is the elastic modulus and ν is Poisson’s ratio. This condition is referred to as Small 

Scale Yielding (SSY) since the plastic zone is small in comparison to the relative dimensions 

of the structure in which it is contained. As material toughness increases, the plastic zone at the 

crack tip increases in size and eventually interacts with the finite boundaries of the structure in 

which it is contained thus exceeding the SSY condition. BSISO standard 12108:2012 (Fatigue 

testing and Fatigue crack growth method for Metallic materials) states that specimen should 

remain predominantly in a linear-elastic stress condition throughout the test. For the Compact 

Tension (CT) specimens the minimum uncracked ligament for producing valid data are given 

by [91],  

                                                              (𝑾 − 𝒂) ≥ (
𝟒

𝝅
) (

𝑲𝒎𝒂𝒙

𝑹𝒑𝟎.𝟐
)
𝟐

                                          [2.6]  

where,   W is width of the CT specimen, 𝑎 is crack length, 𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑥 is maximum stress intensity factor 

and 𝑅𝑝0.2 is 0.2 % proof strength at the test temperature. In order to fulfil the SSY condition, 

in a current research, the dimensions W and 𝑎 are chosen in a way that all the fatigue tests 

satisfies the equation [2.6]. This also allows the comparison of measured plastic zone sizes to 

the Irwin’s and Dugdale’s plastic zone.  

2.2 Plastic Zone 

In order to understand plastic zone, it is important to understand the stress and deformation 

fields near the tips of cracks based on the linear elastic analysis of crack tip fields. The stress 

field around a mode I crack tip can be described by a set of linear elastic field equations. Fig 

2.4 represents the 2D Infinitesimal element showing the variation of Cartesian components of 

the stresses on the various faces.  
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Fig 2.4: 2D Infinitesimal element showing the variation of Cartesian components of the stresses [14]  

 

The equilibrium equations for rectangular Cartesian coordinate can be written as: 

                                                                     
𝝏𝝈𝒙

𝝏𝒙
+

𝝏𝝈𝒙𝒚

𝝏𝒚
= 𝟎                                                                [2.7] 

                                                                     
𝝏𝝈𝒙𝒚

𝝏𝒙
+

𝝏𝝈𝒚

𝝏𝒚
= 𝟎                                                                [2.8] 

And the compatibility equation: 

                                                                  𝜵𝟐(𝝈𝒙 + 𝝈𝒚) = 𝟎                                                             [2.9] 

Where, 

                                                                   𝜵𝟐 =
𝝏𝟐

𝝏𝒙𝟐
+

𝝏𝟐

𝝏𝒚𝟐
                                                           

According to the theory of plane elasticity, for two-dimensional continuous elastic medium, 

the stresses can be derived from a function 𝜱 (𝒙, 𝒚):  

                                     𝝈𝒙 =
𝝏𝟐𝚽

𝝏𝒚𝟐
 ,            𝝈𝒚 =  

𝝏𝟐𝚽

𝝏𝒙𝟐
,          𝝈𝒙𝒚 = −

𝝏𝟐𝚽

𝒅𝒙𝒅𝒚
                                [2.10] 

𝚽 is known as an Airy stress function which was first introduced by Airy in 1862 [92], 

The stress sum of equation [2.10] can be written as: 

                                                               𝝈𝒙 + 𝝈𝒚 = 𝜵𝟐𝜱                                                                 [2.11] 

Substituting equation [2.10] in to equation [2.9], the compatibility equation can be written as: 

                                                          
𝛛𝟒𝚽

𝛛𝐱𝟒
+ 𝟐

𝛛𝟒𝚽

𝛛𝐱𝟐𝛛𝐲𝟐
+

𝛛𝟒𝚽

𝛛𝐲𝟒
= 𝟎                                                     [2.12] 

Or  
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                                           𝜵𝟒(𝜱) =  𝜵𝟐[𝜵𝟐(𝜱)] = 𝟎                                                                  [2.13] 

Equation [2.12] and [2.13] are called the Biharmonic equation and its solutions are called 

Biharmonic functions. Every function 𝜱 (𝒙, 𝒚) that fulfils equation [2.13] is called an Airy 

stress function. The commonly used forms of stress field equations are Westergaard stress field 

equation and Muskhelishvili’s complex representation of the stress field [14]. 

2.2.1 The Westergaard stress field 

In 1939, Harold M. Westergaard developed a solution for the stress field surrounding a crack. 

Westergaard introduced a complex stress function Z(z) to analyse stresses in crack bodies, 

where 𝒛 = 𝒙 + 𝒊𝒚 and 𝒊 = √−𝟏. The relationship between Westergaard stress function and the 

Airy stress function is given as follows [93], 

                                                     𝚽 = 𝑹𝒆∬𝒛 + 𝒚𝑰𝒎∫𝒛                                                 [2.14] 

Where 𝑹𝒆 and 𝑰𝒎 denote the real and imaginary parts of the function respectively, and 

represents the integration with respect to z. 

Substituting equation [2.14] into equation [2.10] gives, 

                                                            

𝝈𝒙 = 𝑹𝒆𝒁 − 𝒚𝑰𝒎𝒁′

𝝈𝒚 = 𝑹𝒆𝒁 + 𝒚𝑰𝒎𝒁′

𝝈𝒙𝒚 = 𝑹𝒆𝒁 − 𝒚𝑰𝒎𝒁′

                                              [2.15] 

When y = 0, the imaginary parts of 𝝈𝒙 and 𝝈𝒚 and the shear stress 𝝈𝒙𝒚 vanish which indicates 

that the crack plane is a principle plane. Therefore, the stresses are symmetric about the crack 

plane, i.e. 𝜽 = 0 and equation [2.15] implies mode I loading.  
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Fig 2.5: Through-thickness crack in an infinite plate loaded in biaxial tension [14] 

Considering a through crack in an infinite plate subjected to biaxial remote tension, if the origin 

of the coordinate system is defined at one of the crack tips of the crack, as shown in Fig 2.6, 

the Westergaard stress function can be given as, 

                                                   𝒁(𝒛) =
𝑲𝑰

√𝟐𝝅𝒛
   , 𝑲𝑰 = 𝝈√𝝅𝒂                                            [2.16] 

Where 𝝈 is the remote stress and 𝒂 is the half crack length. Substituting equation [2.10] into 

equation [2.15], stress fields can be expressed as, 

                                   𝝈𝒙 =
𝑲𝑰

√𝟐𝝅𝒓
[
𝟓

𝟒
𝒄𝒐𝒔 (

𝜽

𝟐
) −

𝟏

𝟒
𝒄𝒐𝒔 (

𝟑𝜽

𝟐
)]                                                [2.17a] 

                                    𝝈𝒚 =
𝑲𝑰

√𝟐𝝅𝒓
[
𝟑

𝟒
𝒄𝒐𝒔 (

𝜽

𝟐
) +

𝟏

𝟒
𝒄𝒐𝒔 (

𝟑𝜽

𝟐
)]                                               [2.17b] 

                                    𝝈𝒙𝒚 =
𝑲𝑰

√𝟐𝝅𝒓
[
𝟏

𝟒
𝒔𝒊𝒏 (

𝜽

𝟐
) +

𝟏

𝟒
𝒔𝒊𝒏 (

𝟑𝜽

𝟐
)]                                              [2.17c] 
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2.2.2 Mode I stress field equations in terms of principle stresses 

The derivation of mode I stress field equation in terms of principle stresses can be derived from 

a Mohr’s circle construction as shown in Fig 2.6 [90],  

 
Fig 2.6: Mohr’s circle construction [90] 

 

From the Fig 2.6 it is seen that, 

                                                                𝝈𝟏,𝟐 = 
𝝈𝒙+𝝈𝒚

𝟐
± 𝒓                                                     [2.18] 

where,  

                                                              𝒓 =  √
(𝝈𝒚−𝝈𝒙)𝟐 

𝟐
+ 𝝈𝒙𝒚𝟐                                                [2.19] 

So that  

                                                          𝝈𝟏,𝟐 = 
𝝈𝒙+𝝈𝒚

𝟐
±√

(𝝈𝒚−𝝈𝒙)𝟐 

𝟐
+ 𝝈𝒙𝒚𝟐                               [2.20] 

Substitution of equation [2.17a], [2.17b] and [2.17c] in equation [2.20] gives, 

                                                 𝝈𝟏 =
𝑲𝑰

√𝟐𝝅𝒓
𝒄𝒐𝒔

𝜽

𝟐
(𝟏 + 𝒔𝒊𝒏

𝜽

𝟐
)                                            [2.21a] 

                                                𝝈𝟐 =
𝑲𝑰

√𝟐𝝅𝒓
𝒄𝒐𝒔

𝜽

𝟐
(𝟏 − 𝒔𝒊𝒏

𝜽

𝟐
)                                             [2.21b]                                  

                   𝝈𝟑 = 𝟎   for plane stress or  𝝈𝟑 = 𝝂(𝝈𝟏 + 𝝈𝟐) for plane strain            [2.21c]             
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2.3 Plastic zone shape 

The Irwin and Dugdale approaches model explained earlier consider only the crack plane 𝜽=0 

and it was assumed that the zone was of a circular shape or a strip shape. A more accurate 

impression of its shape can be obtained by examining the yield condition. It is possible to 

estimate the extent of plasticity at all angles around the crack tip by using a yield criterion to 

the Westergaard crack tip stress field equations 2.8. There are two well-known yield criteria 

often cited in literature i.e. von Mises and Tresca yield criteria [90]. Only the Von Mises 

criterion is discussed here as it is employed to describe the shape of the plastic zone in 

following chapters. 

2.3.1 Von Mises yields criteria 

According to von Mises’s criterion also known as the maximum distortion energy criteria (i.e. 

the energy associated with changes in the shape of the material), yielding of a material begins 

when the maximum distortion/shear energy in the material equals the maximum 

distortion/shear energy at yielding in a simple tension test denoted by,  

                                (𝝈𝟏 − 𝝈𝟐)
𝟐 + (𝝈𝟐 − 𝝈𝟑)

𝟐 + (𝝈𝟑 − 𝝈𝟏)
𝟐 = 𝟐𝝈𝒚𝒔

𝟐                           [2.22] 

where 𝛔𝟏, 𝛔𝟐 and 𝛔𝟑 are principle stresses. In previous section, the mode I stress field equations 

were derived in terms of the principle stresses, namely, 

                                            𝝈𝟏 =
𝑲𝑰

√𝟐𝝅𝒓
𝒄𝒐𝒔

𝜽

𝟐
(𝟏 + 𝒔𝒊𝒏

𝜽

𝟐
)                                                [2.23a] 

                                         𝝈𝟐 =
𝑲𝑰

√𝟐𝝅𝒓
𝒄𝒐𝒔

𝜽

𝟐
(𝟏 − 𝒔𝒊𝒏

𝜽

𝟐
)                                                   [2.23b]                                  

    𝝈𝟑 = 𝟎 𝒇𝒐𝒓 𝒑𝒍𝒂𝒏𝒆 𝒔𝒕𝒓𝒆𝒔𝒔 𝒐𝒓  𝝈𝟑 = 𝝂(𝝈𝟏 + 𝝈𝟐)𝒇𝒐𝒓 𝒑𝒍𝒂𝒏𝒆 𝒔𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒊𝒏                      [2.23c]              
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Substitution of equations [2.23a], [2.23b] and [2.23c] in equation [2.20] for plane stress 

results in, 

         
𝑲𝑰

𝟐

𝟐𝝅𝒓
(𝟏 +

𝟑

𝟐
𝒔𝒊𝒏𝟐𝜽 + 𝒄𝒐𝒔𝜽) = 𝟐𝝈𝒚𝒔

𝟐 

Or                                          𝒓(𝜽) =
𝟏

𝟒𝝅
(
𝑲𝑰

𝝈𝒚𝒔
)
𝟐

(𝟏 +
𝟑

𝟐
𝒔𝒊𝒏𝟐𝜽 + 𝒄𝒐𝒔𝜽)                             [2.24]    

Equation 2.24 can be converted to dimensionless by dividing by rp, the first order 

approximation to plastic zone size for 𝜽=0, representing for plane stress, 

                                                        
𝒓(𝜽)

𝒓𝒑
=

𝟏

𝟐
+

𝟑

𝟒
𝒔𝒊𝒏𝟐𝜽 +

𝟏

𝟐
𝒄𝒐𝒔𝜽                                      [2.25] 

Figure 2.7 shows the shape of the plane stress and plane strain plastic zones in dimensionless 

form found using equation [2.25].  

  
Fig 2.7: Plastic zone shapes according to Von Mises’s yield criteria [90] 

2.4 Plastic zone at various values of strain hardening exponent 

Strain hardening exponent, represented by “n”, approximates the relation between true 

stress and true strain during plastic deformation of a metal. Whenever stress is applied, number 

of dislocation increases in slip plane (Planes on which dislocation takes place, Fig 2.8) so 

enthalpy of lattice increases. When a metal is plastically deformed, dislocations move and 
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additional dislocations are generated. The more the dislocations in material, the more they will 

interact. As the dislocation density increases, the movement of the dislocations decreases and 

become pinned or tangled resulting in increasing random orientation between atomic planes. 

Due to random orientation of these planes movement of dislocation motion gets blocked at the 

barrier, such as a grain boundary, sub grain boundary, tangled cell, second phase etc. hence 

slip planes get arrested. This will result in a decrease in the mobility of the dislocations resulting 

in increased resistance to permanent deformation. So strength and hardness of material will 

increase and ductility will decrease. This increase in strength and hardness is known as strain 

hardening [94]. Materials with higher n values will have smaller plastic zone and will elongate 

more before fracture takes place.  

 
Fig 2.8 Characterization of a dislocation (Edge dislocation) 

In 1968, Hutchinson [21] and Rice and Rosengren [22] independently evaluated the 

character of crack-tip stress fields in the case of strain hardening materials for both plane stress 

and strain and only for plane strain conditions respectively. Hutchinson, Rice and Rosengren 

showed that the strength of the near-tip field is the J-integral and the stresses, strain and 

displacements exhibit 𝒓−𝟏/(𝒏+𝟏), 𝒓−𝒏/(𝒏+𝟏) and 𝒓𝟏/(𝒏+𝟏) singularities, respectively. Equations 

(2.26-2.28) are known as HRR singularity fields for stress, strain and displacement fields 

respectively.  
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                                                  𝝈𝒊𝒋 = 𝝈𝒚 (
𝑱

𝜶𝝈𝒚𝝐𝒚𝑰𝒏𝒓
)

𝟏

𝒏+𝟏
�̃�𝒊𝒋(𝜽, 𝒏)                                            [2.26]                                                           

                                                  𝝐𝒊𝒋 = 𝜶𝝐𝒚 (
𝑱

𝜶𝝈𝒚𝝐𝒚𝑰𝒏𝒓
)

𝒏

𝒏+𝟏
𝝐 𝒊𝒋(𝜽, 𝒏)                                             [2.27] 

                                         𝒖𝒊 = 𝜶𝝐𝒚 (
𝑱

𝜶𝝈𝒚𝝐𝒚𝑰𝒏𝒓
)

𝒏

𝒏+𝟏
𝒓𝟏/(𝒏+𝟏) �̃�𝒊(𝜽, 𝒏)                                   [2.28] 

In the above equations, the dimensionless constant 𝑰𝒏 and the dimensionless angular functions 

�̃�𝒊𝒋(𝜽, 𝒏), 𝟄̃ 𝒊𝒋(𝜽, 𝒏) and �̃�𝒊(𝜽, 𝒏) vary with the polar angle θ, the strain hardening exponent n 

and the state of stress (plane stress or strain). The Hutchinson, Rice and Rosengren solutions 

for crack tip stress distribution are either applicable to mode I loading or mode II loading 

conditions and not for combined loading conditions.  The cracks in structural materials are 

however subjected to combined mode loading conditions. Using the HRR singularity as a 

foundation, Shih presented near-tip-fields solutions for mode I and mode II crack problems 

[23]. He characterised the stress intensity factors 𝑲𝑰and 𝑲𝑰𝑰 in terms of an elastic mixity 

parameter, 𝑴𝒆 defined as,  

                                      𝑴𝒆  =
𝟐

𝝅
𝒕𝒂𝒏−𝟏 (𝐥𝐢𝐦

𝒓→𝟎

𝝈𝜽𝜽(𝒓,𝜽=𝟎)

𝝈𝒓𝜽(𝒓,𝜽=𝟎)
) =

𝟐

𝝅
𝒕𝒂𝒏−𝟏 |

𝑲𝑰

𝑲𝑰𝑰
|                               [2.29] 

Where, 𝑴𝒆 = 𝟎 for pure mode II, 𝑴𝒆 = 𝟏 for pure mode I and 0 < 𝑀𝑒 < 1 for different 

mixities of mode I and II. Shih plotted the plastic zone contours as a function of strain hardening 

exponent n for pure mode II (mixity parameter 𝑀𝑒 = 0) and mode I (mixity parameter 𝑀𝑒 =

1) for plane stress loading as shown in Fig 2.9. He noted that the effect of plasticity is more 

directly evident from the Fig 2.9(a) where the plastic zone size in mode II loading is up to five 

times bigger than that in mode I. He concluded that any deviation of a fatigue crack from the 

mode I growth plane leads to an increase in, not only stress intensity factors but also, in plastic 

zone size ahead of crack tip. Shih only compared the mode I and mode II plastic zone contours 
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size but he didn’t comment on the change in shape of mode I plastic zone at varying value of 

strain hardening exponent as shown in Fig 2.9(b). It is evident from the Fig 2.9(b) that for n=1 

and 3 the plastic zone shape is a cardiac but for n=13 and 25, the shape becomes circular for 

mode I crack growth.  

 

Fig 2.9: Contours of plastic zones for different values of strain hardening exponent n for mode I and mode II 

crack subjected to plane stress 

To date, Shih’s plastic zone contours at various values of strain hardening exponent have not 

been verified by experiments hence the in current research experimental plastic zones have 

been characterised at various value of strain hardening exponents.  

2.5 Literature review on techniques to characterise the plastic zone 

There are various tools and techniques available to experimentally measure the fatigue 

crack extension and plastic zone surrounding the fatigue crack as it is crucial for the 

determination of reliable crack growth rates. Some of these techniques include acoustic 

emission, electrical, and compliance methods [95]. Acoustic emission is a non-invasive 

technique that provides direct measurement of fatigue crack initiation and propagation with 

high sensitivity. The atomic rearrangement in materials and release of elastic strain energy 

during crack extension results in acoustic emissions [96]. Sensitive transducers located at the 

surface of the sample detect the sound waves. Each sensor output is amplified, filtered and 

analysed. Although acoustic emission has been used for about four decades, many problems 

(a) (b) 
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still exist such as it only gives a qualitative estimate of damage. So, other techniques are 

required to achieve quantitative results. Since the late 1950's, the eddy current method has been 

used for detecting surface cracks in aircraft structures and engines, and to obtain crack length 

and depth information. Portable eddy current instruments utilise phase or amplitude variations 

to estimate crack depth or length as the presence of a crack will change in the eddy currents. In 

eddy current measurements, there is always a compromise between high sensitivity at high 

frequencies and the ability to monitor deeper cracks at low frequencies [97].  

Over the time, a substantial number of techniques have been developed to measure the 

plastic zone size at the crack tip. Micro hardness, etching, recrystallization and strain gauges 

are the classical techniques [98]. The micro hardness measurement technique involves taking 

hardness indentations ahead of or around a crack tip and determining the elastic-plastic 

boundary as a sudden variation in hardness [99, 100]. Hahn and Rosenfield used an etching 

technique and observed dark and light etched regions in deformed and undeformed regions of 

the material [98]. Even though the etching technique allowed direct measurement of the plastic 

zone size and shape, it is time consuming and etching conditions have to be determined 

separately for each material. The recrystallization method is based on the well-known principle 

that the recrystallization temperature depends on the amount of stored energy of deformation 

in a material. But this technique does not measure less than 2% deformation [101,102]. The 

deformed grain method is applicable to materials with very fine grains. The deformed grains 

are observed under an optical microscope and the change in the aspect ratios of the grains is 

used to calculate the amount of strain and the boundary of the plastic zone since the grains will 

be undeformed outside the plastic zone when a specimen is unloaded [98]. The strain gauge 

method can be used during an experiment but it has not been widely used to measure the strain 

field around the crack tip because of the finite dimensions of the gauges [103]. Due to this, the 

signal output represents the average strain over the gauge length and not to the specific point. 
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These measurements are very remote relative to the crack tip and their interpretation is not 

straightforward.  

There are some non-contacting techniques that could be employed to find the plastic 

zone such as optical interference microscopy, moiré interferometry, laser speckle, diffraction 

peak broadening. Numerous investigators have utilised optical methods to characterize fatigue 

crack growth. In microscopy based optical method, a travelling microscope at 50x 

magnification is used to detect the crack growth. The crack length is measured as a function of 

cycles at intervals to obtain distribution of da/dN versus ∆K. The optical technique is simple, 

inexpensive and no calibration is required but it is time consuming and automation is 

expensive. This technique can only be performed if the specimen surface is easily accessible 

and free from corrosion or oxidation products [104]. Optical interference microscopy technique 

uses a laser beam to make direct measurements of the plastic zone based on out-of-plane 

deformations of the specimen but it requires a perfectly polished specimen without any 

discontinuity and with 95% reflectivity [105]. Chanani et al. used the optical interference 

microscopy technique to identify the crack growth behaviour as the crack progresses through 

the plastic zone under plane stress conditions, and they also confirmed that, the retardation 

occurs in the overload plastic zone during fatigue testing on a series of aluminium alloys [105].  
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Fig 2.10: Optical interference patterns at the crack-tip of 7075-T6 SEN specimens after different overload cycles 

[105] 

Geometric Moiré technique employs the principle of light interference which provides 

high enough sensitivity to measure small elastic strains by providing contour maps of in-plane 

displacement field; parallel and perpendicular to the crack. The technique is based on the 

interference of two regular gratings, a reference grating and a specimen grating. Simultaneous 

viewing of the two gratings produces an interference pattern known as fringes, which are 

contours of deformation perpendicular to the lines of the grating. Gianni employed Moiré 

technique in order to determine the extent of the monotonic plastic zone. The occurrence of 

cyclic plasticity  upon  unloading according to Rice's  fatigue model  was inferred  from a  sharp  

change  in  the  type  of  deformation  around  a  fatigue  crack as shown in Fig 2.11.  It was 

demonstrated that, quantitative observations of plastic zone size in front of the crack tip were 

consistent with Rice’s estimate of the monotonic plastic zone size [106]. 
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Fig 2.11: Live load V-displacement field and cyclic plastic zone boundary at x=0 [106] 

In 1995 Tay et al. employed a laser speckle technique to measure the plastic zone which 

was first observed by Azushima in 1982. It is based on the phenomenon that plastic 

deformation changes metallic surface roughness [107, 108].  

 
Fig. 2.12: Locations of various points where speckle patterns were recorded ahead of the crack tip (top). 

Corresponding speckle distribution pattern (bottom) 

Tay et al. obtained a speckle patterns around crack tip as shown in Fig 2.12. They observed a 

low central peak intensity and a wide spectrum just ahead of the crack tip (Fig 2.12 location 

A), a wide spread of the spectrum with a sharp central peak intensity and low central peak 

intensity along with a narrow spread of spectrum away from the crack tip (Fig 2.12 location 

B and C). By employing the phenomena of “change in the intensity distribution of the speckle 

pattern as the level of strain decreases’’, they calculated the measured plastic zone [107]. 

Steuwer et al. analysed the fatigue cracks using synchrotron X-ray tomography and 

diffraction technique [109]. Fig 2.13 shows the result of synchrotron X-ray tomography. Fig 

2.14 represents the synchrotron X-ray diffraction images of residual strain in longitudinal and 
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transverse direction. They concluded that direct measurement of the residual strains 

accompanying a fatigue crack is possible using the Synchrotron facility. 

 
Fig 2.13 (a) A tomographic rendering of the crack tip, where only base material has been rendered transparent 

revealing the crack tip as well as other dispersions or inclusions. (b) The volume rendering indicates a region 

where the crack surface has closed. 

 
Fig 2.14: The residual strain in the longitudinal direction (left), the residual strain in the transverse direction 

(right) in units of micro-strain (10-6)  

Patterson and Olden reviewed a range of non-contact optical techniques to investigate 

the displacement field around a propagating crack and the corresponding strain fields through 

the elastic component such as photoelastic stress analysis, thermoelasticity and caustics. In 

photoelastic stress analysis, fringes are observed in a stressed transparent body and viewed 

using polarized light [110]. Caustics usually use a laser but it is not adopted widely due to its 

complexity [111]. Thermoelasticity is the change in the size and shape of a solid object as the 

temperature of that object fluctuates. These temperature changes can be measured with a 

sensitive infrared detector and the signal from the detector is proportional to the sum of the 

principal stresses [112]. Thermoelastic Stress Analysis (TSA) is based on the principle of 
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thermoelasticity and has been used for studying fatigue cracks over the last four decades [113-

119]. Patki and Patterson employed thermoelasticity to study the extent of the crack tip plastic 

zone based on the phase difference between the TSA and forcing signals [113]. Another widely 

used full-field measurement technique is Digital Image Correlation (DIC) which works by 

comparing the digital photographs of a component at different stages of deformation. Rossi et 

al. measured the strain field around the crack tip using stereo DIC to identify out-of-plane 

movements.  Then, the Virtual Fields Method was used to identify the plastic zone, by 

identifying the parts of the specimen which deviates from the linear elastic behaviour [120]. 

Fig 2.15: strain field measurement obtained by using stereo DIC 

They introduced an error function that identifies the discrepancy between the elastic and plastic 

region. The error function obtained is plotted for different values of the tensile force as shown 

in Fig 2.16 (top image). Fig 2.16, bottom image represents the plastic zone obtained from FEM 

[120]. They claimed that qualitatively, a good match is found between the error maps and the 

plastic zone evaluated by FEM. 
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Fig 2.16: Top image represents identification of the plastic radius obtained from error function. The unit of this 

error is a specific energy. The Bottom image represents the plastic zone achieved from FEM [120] 

The DIC method is robust and accurate to measure the strain and displacement fields 

in a variety of applications however it gives large errors and poor quality near displacement 

discontinuities such as cracks and shear bands as the subsets used for correlation requires 

spatial continuity [121]. To overcome this, the regions around the discontinuities are removed 

from the area of interest before analysis. For example, in Fig 2.15 and 2.16 (top image), the 

crack and the crack wake have been masked. This produces less than ideal results as it depends 

on how much area has been removed [122]. Moreover, it is not straightforward to identify the 

plastic zone from the DIC images. As to find a plastic zone, prior material knowledge is 

required and an assumption has to be made about the value and component of strain at which 

plasticity begins to occur. This may introduce significant uncertainty [123].  

The rapid development of both the Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) and the 

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) during mid-19th century provided new powerful tools to 

examine fracture surfaces with significantly improved resolution and depth of field [124]. In 

some ways, the ready availability of the SEM has limited detailed examination by TEM 

because of the ability to place large sections in the microscope for examination in conjunction 
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with reasonably high resolution and without the difficulties in specimen preparation such as 

cut into thin slices with thickness of the order of 250 µm, punch the specimen to maximum of 

3 mm diameter discs [125]. Nowadays, SEM has become the most common instrument of use 

for high-magnification examination of fracture surfaces because of higher magnification. More 

recently, additional tools and techniques also have become available including Energy 

Dispersive x-ray Spectroscopy (EDS), the Auger microscope, the variable-pressure SEM, and 

the atomic-force microscope. Scanning electron microscopy has been employed for numerous 

studies to assess dislocations density at a micro scale [126-129]. A number of scanning electron 

microscopy approaches have examined how the local changes in lattice curvature and dilation 

associated with dislocations affect the lattice interaction with incident electron beams. The 

Selected Area Channel Pattern (SACP) method in scanning electron microscopy is a technique 

to characterize grain boundaries of polycrystalline materials and to detect plastic strain 

accompanying inter-granular fracture. Selected area channel pattern (SACP) generates a 

variation in intensity of backscattered electrons which deteriorates with increasing plastic strain 

[130-133]. Davidson and Lankford, who used SACP to measure the plastic zone size and strain 

distribution, concluded that plastic zone size is not proportional to the yield stress for fatigue 

cracks and that the stress intensity factor is correlated with work done in creating new crack 

surfaces. [134] 

 
Fig 2.17: Plastic zone size obtained from Selected Area Channelling Pattern (SACP): (a) 2024-T4, (b) 6061-T6, 

(c) 7075-T6 [134] 
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The technique is limited to the study of grain sizes smaller than the selected area size 

and the fact that not all SEMs are capable of forming SACP. Moreover, most SEMs with SACP 

capacity can move the beam only about an area of a few millimetres in diameter due to spherical 

aberrations and focusing errors [135]. Wilkinson et al. successfully applied the Electron 

Channelling Contrast Imaging (ECCI) method by using a commercially available SEM fitted 

with field emission gun to reveal the formation of sub-grains due to deformation adjacent to 

the crack [136].  ECCI can reveal the distribution of dislocations and plastic strain around a 

fatigue crack but it requires Electron Back-Scattered Diffraction (EBSD) to measure the strains 

within the plastic zone. An EBSD pattern is a form of Kikuchi pattern which is seen in the 

angular distribution of backscattered electrons emitted from a crystal on which an incident 

electron beam is focused [137]. Quested et al. were the first to use EBSD for plastic strain 

measurement [138]. Jia et al. quantitatively elucidated the change in grain orientation 

dependent plastic behaviour in austenitic and ferrite steels during in-situ tensile tests and 

concluded that the plastic deformation of ferrite grains is triggered by dislocation 

accumulations in the neighbouring austenitic grains [139]. Even though EBSD is able to collect 

information from small areas of hundreds of nanometres in diameter under the electron beam, 

quantification becomes difficult at large strain levels. 

Liu et al. developed a three-Dimensional X-Ray Diffraction (3D-XRD) technique in 2004 to 

characterize local orientations, stress states and grain boundary with micron scale resolution. 

They used the Laue diffraction method instead of the latest monochromatic diffraction to avoid 

the complications of sample rotation [140]. With the development of 3-D x-ray micro 

diffraction using polychromatic and monochromatic synchrotron radiation, Barabash et al. 

studied local 3-D lattice rotations and residual elastic strain simultaneously by characterizing 

the dislocation configuration in a nickel-based super alloy [141]. However, this technique is at 

a preliminary development stage and suffers from drawbacks of weak detectors, large X-ray 
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beam size, long data collection times and low spatial resolution. In 2014, Hruby et al. used X-

ray synchrotron Laue microdiffraction and microtomography to examine the plasticity 

surrounding a fatigue crack in Al 7075-T651 alloy [142].  

 
Figure 2.18.  (a) Plot of the relative degree of peak broadening in a plane parallel to the specimen surface at a 

depth of 35 µm.  Magenta circles indicate the locations of sample volumes from which Laue patterns were 

recorded.  Relative FWHM values for the shown Laue patterns are indicated on the colour bar. Comparison of 

plastic zone size predicted by Irwin model to relative degree of peak broadening at depth of 35 µm predicted 

plastic zone for plane stress (solid) and plane strain (dashed). The crack location is outlined in white. Example 

Laue patterns exhibit (b) sharp, bright peaks, (c) broader peaks, and (d) absence of peaks [142].  

Hruby et al. noted that numerous trial runs with varying box size selections were 

performed on patterns until an appropriate box size was chosen as the performance of the peak 

search routines was found to be largely impacted by the chosen box size. If the box size was 

too small, broad peaks may not be fitted and peaks may be fitted to noise, while if the box size 

was too large, sharp peaks may be excluded and computing time was greatly increased [142].  

In 2015, Withers employed synchrotron X-ray diffraction and tomographic imaging to 

identify the elastic strain field by using the depths of the diffraction peak broadened region 

[143]. It is possible to apply the same technique using synchrotron X-rays, but the increased 

penetration of rays into the surface can complicate the depth analysis [143]. Nevertheless, there 
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are only few synchrotron radiation facilities available in the world for scientific research so it 

is out of the reach of a wide range of researchers. 

 
Fig 2.19: Elastic strain fields (10-6) for the crack-opening (εyy) direction (a) The measured and (b) best-fit. The 

best-fit crack-tip strains correspond to a crack-tip effective stress intensity of 𝐾𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑒𝑓𝑓

=6.11 MPa√m and 

𝐾𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑒𝑓𝑓

=0.33MPa√m [143] 

Yang et al. used an electron backscattered diffraction technique to measure the residual 

strain distribution and plastic zone size around a fatigue crack tip and showed good agreement 

with the plastic zone size measured using Dugdale’s theory. They also compared their results 

with another well-established TSA technique showing substantial agreement with TSA plastic 

zone demonstrating the great potential in identifying the role of the crack tip plastic zone in 

crack closure [144]. 

 
Fig 2.20: Map of plastic strain around the crack tip based on the FWHM of the DFTs of images from the region 

shown in Figure 5.1. The white line shows the measurement of plastic zone using TSA data. The green and blue 

solid lines indicate the theoretical estimations of the plastic zone size based on Dugdale’s and Irwin’s approaches, 

respectively [144] 
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Each technique discussed above has been able to perform measurements for the specific 

conditions, no single method can be recommended as being superior to all others for all 

materials and conditions. Thus, some of the techniques are applicable to materials of certain 

properties. For example, photoelasticity requires sensitive coatings on opaque materials, DIC 

requires discontinuity free area, interferometry methods have stringent stability requirements 

and synchrotron studies are less accessible. In the past, researchers have successfully employed 

the TSA technique to identify plastic zones. This technique does not require specific specimen 

preparation except easily available black paint. It is non-contact and non-invasive technique 

which does not require priori knowledge of material. The TSA measurements are based on 

applied stress which is the main driver of the fatigue related degradation. So, in the current 

project, TSA technique has been selected to measure the fatigue crack tip plastic zone size and 

shape at the macro scale. At micro scale, the BSEIA technique has been used to identify the 

plastic zone as no single technique is able to quantify the plastic strain distribution with ease 

and the clarity of resulting plastic zone is inferior for those techniques than that resulting from 

BSE image evaluation technique.   

There are various measurements and inspections techniques available to identify the 

crack growth, evaluate the stress intensity factor and characterize the plastic zone. Several 

widely used contact and non-contact methods are described in the literature review are 

summarised in below table. The aim was to review all the techniques in terms of their 

sensitivity and spatial resolution. However, most of the researchers have not mentioned this 

crucial data in the research papers. Few of them have mentioned about the sensitivity in terms 

of qualitative terms, stating good sensitivity, higher resolution and so on. After studying several 

books and research papers below table has been compiled detailing as much information as 

possible. 
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Table 1: Summary of several widely used contact and non-contact methods to identify crack and plastic zone as 

described in the literature review  

No Technique To identify Limitation Sensitivity and spatial resolution Ref 

1 Acoustic 

emission 

Fatigue crack 

initiation and 

propagation 

Only qualitative 

estimates of damage. 

Limited ability of 

precise identification 

of defect type. 

Difficult to detect 

the initiation of 

micro-cracks 

Different piezoelectric sensors 

have different sensitivity 

depending on the type of 

material, frequency, length of 

cable 

96 

2 Eddy current 

method 

Surface crack 

length and 

depth 

Can’t monitor 

deeper cracks at low 

frequencies. At high 

frequencies 

sensitivity is 

compromised 

The eddy current sensors are 

sensitive to frequency and 

electrical conductivity of the 

material 

97 

3 Micro 

hardness 

Hardness 

indentations 

around crack 

tip to determine 

elastic-plastic 

boundary 

 

Improper specimen 

preparation, 

misaligned indenter 

and test piece could 

give erroneous result 

The microhardness test is 

sensitive to number of variables 

such as indentation spacing, 

material segregation, inclusions, 

edge effects and cold working 

98, 

99, 

100 

4 Etching Dark and light 

etched region 

in deformed & 

un-deformed 

region 

Time consuming, 

different etching 

conditions for each 

material 

The results of etching are 

sensitive to time for how long it 

has been etched and which 

etchant used.  

98 

5 Recrystalliza-

tion 

Deformed 

grains are 

observed under 

optical 

microscope to 

calculate the 

strain and the 

plastic zone 

boundary 

Does not measure 

less than 2% 

deformation. It 

represents the 

maximum amount of 

plastic deformation 

and not the average 

deformation 

Recrystallization technique is 

sensitive to the temperature and 

time to recrystalize. The very 

small plastic zone around the 

fatigue crack will not cause 

recrystallization so the 

technique is insensitive to 

strains around a small region of 

fatigue crack  

98, 

101, 

102 
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6 Strain gauge To measure 

strain field 

around the 

crack tip 

Represents the 

average strain over 

the area and not at 

the specific point. 

Complicated 

interpretation 

Strain gauges can measure the 

local strain precisely however 

the results are dependent on the 

placement of strain gauge which 

could not be placed exactly 

ahead of the crack otherwise 

crack will enter the gage and 

broke it. The gauges placed far 

from the crack does not reveal 

the accurate strain. 

103 

7 Optical 

microscopy 

Crack growth is 

detected by 

travelling 

microscope 

Time consuming 

and expensive 

automation. Needs 

accessible and 

corrosion free 

surface 

Cannot detect very small crack 

or crack initiation. Requires 

calibration. Difficult to reach 

critical areas such as corners, 

bend  

104 

8 Optical 

interference 

microscopy 

Measure of 

plastic zone 

based on out-

of-plane 

deformations 

by using a laser 

beam 

Requires perfectly 

polished specimen 

with 95% 

reflectivity. 

Requires stringent 

stability of the 

experimental set-up. 

Measurements are not precise at 

slope changes of steeper flanks. 

So, the maximum tolerable 

surface slope should not be 

higher than the angle defining 

the numerical aperture of 

microscope objective. 

105 

9 Geometric 

Moir 

Light 

interference to 

create contour 

maps of 

displacements 

fields 

Insensitive to out of 

plane deformation 

including rotations. 

Challenging to use 

on composite 

material. Scratches 

or imperfections of 

the specimen 

considered as strain 

may lead to 

erroneous result. 

The technique has 97.6% of the 

theoretical limit of sensitivity. 

0.417μm per fringe order of 

sensitivity to in-plane 

displacements U and V. High 

magnifications and high spatial 

resolution is possible by placing 

camera lens very close to the 

replica 

106,  

10 Laser speckle To observe the 

plastic zone by 

observing the 

Speckle pattern 

intensity distribution 

varies as per the 

strain level. It 

The threshold value of 

correlation parameter at which 

the plastic zone boundary is to 

be determined is chosen for each 

107, 

108 
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surface 

roughness 

depends on which 

correlation 

parameter threshold 

value has been 

chosen to determine 

the plastic zone 

specific problem. Ref 107 chose 

plastic boundary corresponding 

to an effective residual strain of 

0.2% while ref 108 determined 

plastic zone from the values 

above correlation parameter of 

1.0% of effective strain 

11 Photo elastic 

stress analysis 

To determine 

stress intensity 

factors. 

Plasticity could 

be identified 

from 

photoplastic 

stress analyses 

The stress fringe 

values of model 

materials vary with 

time and from batch 

to batch. Hence, it is 

necessary to 

calibrate each sheet 

or casting at the time 

of the test to an 

accuracy of at least 

two or three decimal 

places, as it is the 

only parameter that 

links the optical 

information to the 

stresses 

The sensitivity of the technique 

depends on the sensitive 

coatings on opaque material. To 

obtain strain information in 

photoplasticity the prototype 

and model materials must have 

the similar yield behaviour and 

the flow rules which is difficult. 

There are substantial number of 

methods available due to 

difference in the mechanical and 

optical behaviour of various 

models. The difference of 

analytical and experimental 

result was 5% 

110, 

215 

12 caustics To determine 

stress intensity 

factor 

To analyse caustic 

data, the state of 

stress, plane stress, 

plane strain or three-

dimensional, along 

the initial curve 

should be known 

beforehand. To 

estimate KI by 

caustics, large loads 

should be applied to 

the specimen, 

creating values of KI 

close to the critical 

value KIC  

The caustic equations are the 

same for plane stress and plane 

strain. The values of the optical 

constants for the evaluation 

equation of caustics are quite 

different. Thus, substantial 

errors can be introduced when 

the proper values of the optical 

constants are not used. If ratios 

of radius of initial curve to 

plastic zone is smaller than 1.5, 

caustic method is insensitive. 

111 
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13 Digital Image 

Correlation 

(DIC) 

To evaluate 

stress intensity 

factor. 

Qualitative 

evaluation of 

plastic zone. 

DIC method 

assumes that there is 

a direct 

correspondence 

between the motions 

of points in the 

image and on then 

object. This 

assumption is not 

true for 

discontinuity such as 

crack and hole. 

Second assumption 

is that each subset 

has adequate 

contrast which is not 

true during 

debonding/delamina

tion of applied 

pattern  

The plastic zone was 

qualitatively evaluated and not 

quantitatively. Ref 120 and 123 

mentioned good agreement in 

experimental plastic zone with 

mathematical plastic zone until 

large scale plasticity occurred in 

later stage. Distortion, time 

variability, scan nonlinearities 

are the key factors affecting the 

accuracy of the DIC 

measurements. 

120, 

121,1

22, 

123 

14 Scanning 

Electron 

Microscope 

(SEM) 

Transmission 

Electron 

Microscope 

(TEM) 

Dislocation 

density 

SEM provides in-

plane dimensional 

measurements which 

demands the precise 

knowledge of the 

sample viewing 

angle. Furthermore, 

high resolution SEM 

requires conducting 

surfaces. TEM 

operate at very high 

voltages 

TEM study requires samples 0.1 

nm or thinner AND could not 

find dislocation densities of 

greater than 10-15  m-2. It could 

not find dislocations in samples 

with grain size lower than 

100nm. SEM is used as an 

instrument for other technique 

such as ECCI, SACP, EBSD 

126-

129 

15 Selected Area 

Channel 

Pattern 

(SACP) 

Detect plastic 

strain 

accompanying 

inter-granular 

fracture 

Limited to the study 

of grain size smaller 

than the area of 

observation. This 

method will not be 

applicable to the 

The size of such a zone 

measured by the SACP method 

would be smaller than the total 

plastic zone size (where the 

position of the elastic-plastic 

130-

135 
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study of 

polycrystalline 

specimens. The 

method can be 

applied to single 

crystals, or to 

coarsely multi-

crystalline 

specimens with a 

known orientation 

interface corresponds to strains 

of 0.1%). 

16 Electron 

Channelling 

Contrast 

Imaging 

(ECCI) 

To reveal 

distribution of 

dislocations 

and plastic 

strain 

Needs field emission 

gun and ECCI 

available to limited 

facilities. 

Quantification is 

difficult at large 

strain levels 

ECCI technique allows the 

imaging of local changes in 

orientation only qualitatively, 

but with a high lateral resolution 

of up to 1 µm 

136-

139 

17 3D XRD Identify 

residual elastic 

strain by 

characterizing 

dislocation 

configuration 

Preliminary stage of 

research, long data 

collection time, low 

spatial resolution, 

weak detectors.  

XRD analysis of defect 

structures requires the use of a 

well-justified underlying model 

that connects a certain 

dislocation density and 

distribution with a total 

displacement gradient field 

140, 

141, 

142 

18 SXRD  To examine the 

plasticity 

Box size selection is 

critical. only few 

facilities available 

around the world 

Middle energy synchrotron X-

ray radiation in reflection mode 

can measure surface stresses to a 

depth of ∼200 μm while High-

energy synchrotron radiation in 

transmission mode can penetrate 

up to 15 mm. Ref 216 indicated 

the instrumental resolution of 

6.9x10-4   micro strain. 

109, 

143, 

216 
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2.6 Crack closure  

The phenomenon of crack closure was first studied and documented by Elber [32] in 

the 1970s. Since then various methods including direct observation, measurement of 

compliance, and indirect (non-compliance) thickness averaging techniques have been 

developed to study the phenomenon of crack closure [145,146]. Crack closure is a phenomenon 

in fatigue loading, during which the crack remains in a closed position even though some 

external load is acting on the material and crack faces contact prematurely during cyclic 

loading. Crack closure provides a longer life for fatigued material than expected, by slowing 

the crack growth rate.  Elber suggested that crack closure decreased the fatigue crack growth 

rate by reducing the stress intensity range.  

The possible driving mechanisms of crack closure are plasticity, flank roughness, 

oxides, viscous fluid and phase-transformation [35]. Roughness induced crack closure is 

influenced by micro-structure. Crack deflections due to microstructure heterogeneity leads to 

mixed mode loading conditions on the microscopic level causing a mismatch between the upper 

and lower crack faces resulting in crack closure [147]. Oxide induced crack closure is 

associated with corrosion products that become wedged between crack faces [35]. A stress-

induced martensitic phase transformation at the crack tip results in process zone wake. Residual 

stresses in the transform zone can lead to crack closure [148]. Plasticity-induced closure results 

from compressible residual stresses developing in the plastic wake. During loading, a 

plastically transformed area is formed at the crack tip which leaves a wake of plastically 

deformed zone along the crack length. This zone has residual compressive stresses induced by 

the elastic and plastic deformation of the material during unloading. During the next cycle, 

while loading, the crack tip does not open unless the applied load is enough to overcome the 

compression of the flanks resulting in lowered effective stress at the crack tip [69].  
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2.6.1 Plasticity induced crack closure 

In 1970, Elber reported that a fatigue crack in a centre-cracked-tension (CCT) panel of Al 2024-

T3 subjected to zero-tension loading was fully open for only a part of the loading cycle. Elber 

ascribed this to contact of residual plastic deformation in the wake of the crack tip and realised 

that these faces would be subjected to considerable compressive stresses. He noted that at the 

tip of the growing fatigue crack generates a monotonic plastic zone during each loading cycle 

and much smaller reversed plastic zone during unloading. As the crack grows, the residual 

plastic deformation left in the a wake of crack extension causes the crack closure during 

unloading by reducing the crack opening as shown schematically in Fig 2.21 [19].   

 
Fig 2.21: Development of a plastic zone envelope around a fatigue crack, after Elber [19] 

The principle of crack closure can be explained with the help of Fig 2.22. Fig 2.22(a) 

shows the variation in the nominal stress intensity factor, K with applied stress σ. Fig 2.22(b) 

shows that during unloading part of the fatigue cycle, as the applied stress decreases from  𝝈𝒎𝒂𝒙 

the crack tip opening angle decreases due to elastic relaxation of the cracked body. However, 

the crack surfaces are prevented from becoming parallel because the stretched material along 
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the flanks causes closure before zero load is reached. This closure results in increased mode I 

stress intensity as the applied stress decreases.  

 
Fig 2.22: Principle of crack closure: (a) nominal stress intensity factor, K-σ plot, (b) residual deformation due to 

crack tip plasticity results in increased mode I stress intensity as the applied stress decreases (c) superposition of 

K values at various stress at a fatigue loading-unloading cycle showing the effect of crack closure [19]. 

Fig 2.22(c) shows the concept of crack opening stress, 𝝈𝒐𝒑, defined as the value of applied 

stress for which the crack is just fully open. It can be determined experimentally from the 

change in compliance: crack closure results in an increase of stiffness and decrease in 

compliance. Elber suggested that, for the fatigue crack growth to occur the crack must be fully 

open. Thus an effective stress intensity factor range, 𝑲𝒆𝒇𝒇 is smaller than nominal 𝑲 and 

can be defined as, 

                                                             ∆𝑲𝒆𝒇𝒇 = 𝑲𝒎𝒂𝒙 −𝑲𝒐𝒑                                          [2.30] 
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In short, crack closure implies that the crack tip is shielded from the complete loading cycle, 

leads to reduced stress intensity values and hence improved fatigue life by causing the 

retardation of crack growth.  

2.6.2 Literature review on crack closure 

Many attempts have been made to model crack closure usually by greatly simplifying the 

analysis to that of a plane stress or plane strain problem. One of the first and most well-known 

is the Budiansky and Hutchinson analytical model for plasticity-induced closure in fatigue 

cracks. Based on the Dugdale hypothesis and the theory of complex potentials, they 

demonstrated the concept of plasticity-induced crack closure under small-scale yielding 

conditions for plane stress. Budiansky and Hutchinson presented a complex function-analytical 

solution to determine the residual stress and the crack opening and closure loads for R≥0 

loading. Fig 2.23 represents the opening and contact load ratios with respect to R. Their 

analytical solution can predict the influence of stress ratio on fatigue crack closure. 

 
Fig 2.23: Opening and contact load ratios versus R 

Budiansky and Hutchinson proposed analytical solution of crack closure but they do not 

include the interaction of a plastic zone with the surrounding elastic field and in particular any 

compatibility-induced stresses at the elastic–plastic boundary [149].  
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 Various experimental techniques that were described in the previous section to measure 

the plastic zone can also be used to measure the crack closure effect. However, most of them 

have specific limitations in practical engineering applications as discussed earlier. Two non-

contacting techniques named TSA and DIC have been increasing in popularity in experimental 

mechanics, especially for stress and strain analysis, due to their capability for full-field, non-

contact measurement, and relative ease of implementation. In this section these two techniques 

have been compared to select the most suitable technique for the experimental research. 

A number of investigators have studied plasticity-induced closure with finite element 

analysis [145-150] in 20th century. Most of the numerical studies from the 21st century focused 

on the optimization of the large number of numerical parameters and on the influence of 

physical parameters such as crack shape, stress state, or variable amplitude loading [151-157]. 

Zapatero et al. developed 2D plane stress and plane strain numerical model to check the effect 

of the maximum load, the crack length and the stress ratio on crack closure. They found that 

the results are independent of maximum load and the crack length, and there was a direct 

influence of the stress ratio [158]. Lopez-Crespo et al. combined experimental data measured 

by digital image correlation with an analytical model based on Muskhelishvili’s formulation 

for the evaluation of crack closure [159]. They used aluminium alloy 7071 centre-cracked plate 

(CCP) specimens to identify the crack closure. It can be seen in Fig that the slope of the 

experimental curve is smaller than the nominal one suggesting a closure. 
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Fig 2.24: Opening (KI) mode stress intensity factors measured during the loading portion of a fatigue 

cycle (R = 0) with θ = 30◦ on a 7010 aluminium alloy centre-cracked plate [159]. 

Christopher, James, and Patterson developed a new mathematical model (CJP model) 

of stresses around the crack tip by considering the effect of plasticity and its effect on crack tip 

shielding using the complex potentials of the Muskhelishvili approach. They noted that crack 

tip shielding not only includes the plasticity induced crack closure effect but also compatibility 

effects at the elastic–plastic boundary [160]. The stresses included in the CJP model are 

represented in the free body diagram shown in Fig. 2.25.  

 
Fig 2.25: Schematic idealisations of forces acting at the interface of the plastic enclave and the surrounding 

elastic material, where FA is the applied force generating the crack tip stress field characterised by KI, FT 

represents the force due to the T-stress shown in this example as positive, FS is the interfacial shear force 

between the elastic and plastic zones, FC and FP together create the shielding effect. FP is the force generated by 

the constraint of compatibility on the plastically deformed material and FC is the contact force between the 

flanks of the crack generated by the interference of the plastic zones along the flanks [160] 
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Recently, Vasco-Olmo et al. employed four different mathematical models describing 

crack tip displacements field (Westergaard, Williams, Muskhelishvili equations and the CJP 

model) and compared them with experimental results obtained from digital image correlation 

and other compliance-based methods. They observed reverse plasticity influences plasticity-

induced crack shielding in the case of the specimen tested at R = 0.1. They analysed the data 

from the CJP model for KF (Free body diagram Fig 2.25) obtained from specimen CT1 (R = 

0.6, a = 9.20 mm) and CT2 (R = 0.1, a =9.40 mm). As shown in Fig 2.26, the specimen tested 

at high R-ratio (0.6), the KF values closely follow the trend in the nominal KI values. In contrast, 

in the case of the specimen tested at low R-ratio (0.1), KF deviates above the nominal KI. This 

analysis of the trends in the stress intensity factor defined in the CJP model indicates that it is 

possible to identify the portion of the load cycle where there is a plasticity-induced shielding 

effect on the elastic crack tip field ahead of the crack tip hence CJP model is capable to evaluate 

the crack tip shielding during fatigue crack growth [161].  

 
Fig 2.26: Values of KF (a), KR and KS (b) obtained during a loading half-cycle as a function of the applied 

nominal KI for the final crack length measured in each specimen, CT1 (R = 0.6, a = 9.20 mm) and CT2 

(R = 0.1, a =9.40 mm) 
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Antunes at el. investigated crack closure numerically and experimentally. They employed 

middle-tension specimens of AA6016-T4 aluminium alloy and a pin micro-gauge to record the 

opening load and showed a good agreement between experimental and numerical results [162]. 

The use of Digital Image Correlation (DIC) has become very popular to study crack closure 

experimentally. Becker et al. presented a combined experimental–numerical technique for the 

calculation of the J-integral based on full-field displacements measurements using DIC [163]. 

They transformed the displacement vectors into FE domain through a MATLAB implemented 

routine (JMAN) to obtain the J-integral as an area integral and JMAN methodology was 

verified using an ABAQUS model and a weight function calculated SIFs [163]. Song et al. 

conducted a crack propagation analysis and a damage evaluation study in sandstone specimens 

using DIC [164]. By analysing the DIC images of horizontal displacement contours and 

equivalent strain field, they found that the damage spreads diffusely over the specimen at an 

early loading stage, and then, it concentrates in local region having significantly larger value 

than other region. With increment of stress, the concentration of the damage leads to the 

nucleation of a macro crack leading the crack propagation to the bottom of the specimen. 

Nowell et al. employed Moiré interferometry and DIC to measure in-plane displacements close 

to the crack tip to determine the presence of crack closure in propagating fatigue cracks [165]. 

They observed that even though the load varies sinusoidally, the relative displacement does 

not, it remains constant for some period of loading and they concluded that it is due to crack 

closure. They also studied the thickness effect in plasticity-induced fatigue crack closure using 

DIC and traditional compliance techniques [166]. They plotted the opening load as a function 

of crack length for three specimens of different thickness (3 mm, 10 mm and 25 mm thick) 

measured by compliance method and DIC. Their investigation showed that the opening load 

for compliance measurements is sensitive to thickness of specimen while DIC gives same 

opening load for all three specimens of different thickness. So, they summarised that for the 
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plane strain condition, the compliance method was more suitable than DIC to measure effective 

crack closure. In a displacement-based technique (i.e. DIC), any plastic deformation at the 

crack tip will affect the data over the whole field, since displacements in the plastic zone 

effectively generate a rigid body motion of the material at a distance from the crack tip so the 

area in the immediate vicinity of the crack needs to be excluded as the displacement field 

equations being employed are based on linear elastic fracture mechanics. However, TSA 

method does not suffer from this because it measures effects produced by strain which is a 

derivative of displacement, eliminates the rigid body motion so that the effect of plastic 

deformation are limited to plastic zone and does not affect the data collected from outside the 

plastic zone [167]. Using DIC technique, the plastic zone can be estimated from the strain 

values by assuming that strains greater than the material yield strain were plastic. This approach 

is potentially less reliable than the Thermoelastic Stress Analysis method because it is 

dependent on a reliable material data and high-resolution digital image correlation data [168]. 

Though it is possible to identify crack closure using DIC, straightforward evaluation of plastic 

zone is difficult and less reliable compared to the TSA technique. Considering all these aspects, 

the TSA technique has been employed for the current research.  

2.7 Literature review on Thermoelastic stress analysis 

In 1986, Stanley and Chan developed a method to characterize the stress field ahead of 

the crack tip by determining the stress intensity factors from the thermoelastic images under 

mode I and mode II loading using the first two terms of  Westergaard equation [114]. In 1996, 

Lesniak et al. fitted Williams’ stress field equations to thermoelastic data using a least squares 

optimization method [115] and they were the first to witness the crack closure effect using TSA 

followed by Leaity and subsequently by Fulton et al [169-170]. They found that the evaluated 

stress intensity factors were considerably lower than the values expected from theory. Nurse 

and Patterson fitted the Muskhelishvili-type stress descriptor using the multi-point over 
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deterministic method (MPODM) to develop photoelastic characterisation of fatigue crack 

[117]. Tomlinson et al. performed further experiments with a TSA system and detected lower 

values of ∆𝑲𝑰 when compared with those calculated using analytical methods and assumed that 

crack closure was responsible for the same [118]. Subsequently, Dulieu-Barton et al. improved 

their computational techniques for calculating stress intensity factors from contours of constant 

first stress invariant around the crack tip which was done manually in their earlier work [171]. 

These improvements gave better agreement between their experimental and theoretical values 

including mixed mode cracks. They were also able to detect the effects of closure with as much 

as a 12% reduction in the value of ∆𝑲𝑰. Diaz et al. located the crack tip in recorded thermal 

images of the specimen and identified plasticity from the map of phase difference between the 

applied load and surface temperature obtained from TSA signals [172]. They demonstrated the 

sensitivity of TSA, showing a reduction in the difference between the experimental and 

theoretical stress intensity values with increased load ratios (R-ratio). This has been developed 

further by Patki and Patterson who studied the effect of overloads on stress intensity factors 

and plastic zone size for the first time. They developed a technique to measure the radius of the 

plastic zone directly from the phase information; and for constant amplitude loading; their 

results were consistent with estimates from theory. They concluded that immediately post-

overload the plastic zone increased in size by up to 50% whereas the amplitude of the stress 

intensity factor and the crack growth rate decreased until the crack grew through the plastic 

region created by the overload when the pre-overload value of the crack growth was re-attained 

[113]. All these experiments suggest TSA is good choice to study fatigue cracks with crack 

closure. 

It has been known for more than five decades that overload cycles of sufficient 

magnitude can result in retardation of fatigue crack growth [173]. It is also well-established 

that this retardation is closely related to the residual compressive stress field induced in the 
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vicinity of the crack tip [59]. Since the 1960s several models have been proposed to predict the 

crack growth associated with overloads and underload. The most common are Elber [154] and 

Wheeler [174] growth prediction models based on the Paris law [87]. Wheeler assumed that, 

following an overload, a retardation process occurs as the crack propagates through the plastic 

zone produced by the overload. In a similar manner to Elber, Lu et al. developed a model by 

modifying the range of mode I stress intensity factor, ∆KI with an empirical constant which 

was based on the crack length and the size of the crack tip plastic zone so that the model has 

the potential to account for some of the effects on ∆KI of closure induced by plasticity [175].  

Lopez et al. validated the Wheeler model for the prediction of fatigue crack growth retardation 

in welded steel joints and showed good agreement with the experimental observation [176]. 

Wheeler model requires an evaluation of the stress intensity factor and then derived from it, 

the radius of the crack tip plastic zone. As has been discussed earlier, using TSA the stress 

intensity factor can be evaluated directly and the radius of the plastic zone ahead of the crack 

tip can be measured directly with a high level of reliability so TSA was first choice to identify 

crack closure in the presence of overload. 

2.8 Aims of the research 

In this study fatigue cracks were propagated in pure Titanium, Al2024-T3 and Al6061-

T6 Compact Tension (CT) specimens to study the effect of various values of strain hardening 

exponent on crack closure by determining the stress intensity factor range and crack growth 

rate by employing TSA technique. The crack tip plastic zone was characterised experimentally 

for all three materials having a range of strain hardening exponents to identify the effect of 

value of strain hardening exponent on plastic zone size and shape. Multiple cycles overloads 

with a range of magnitudes at various load ratios were applied to specimens at the same nominal 

crack length to study the effect of value of strain hardening exponent on crack growth after 
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application of overload by analysing the size of the crack tip plastic zone, the stress intensity 

factor and crack growth retardation. The methodology proposed by Yang et al. [151] to 

characterise plastic zone of a fatigue crack by evaluating backscattered electron images by 

applying Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) has been carried forward to quantify the plastic 

zone of a fatigue crack subjected to overload. To validate the plastic zone predicted numerically 

by Hutchinson (1971) and Shih (1973), their proposed plastic zone contours were compared to 

the experimental plastic zone contours at various values of strain hardening exponent. Finally, 

a novel method to characterise the plastic zone size using a mathematical function has been 

developed. 
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Chapter 3 

Experimental Procedure 

3.1 Material selection 

Titanium has high tensile strength to density ratio, high corrosion resistance, fatigue resistance 

and ability to withstand moderately high temperatures without creeping, so it is widely used in 

aircraft, armour plating, naval ships, spacecraft, and missiles [177]. Titanium is alloyed with 

aluminium, zirconium, nickel, vanadium, and other elements to manufacture a variety of 

components including rotors, compressor blades, critical structural parts, exhaust ducts 

(helicopters), propeller shafts, fire walls, landing gear, and hydraulic systems. About two thirds 

of all titanium metal produced is used in aircraft engines and frames. For example, estimated 

59 metric tons (130,000 pounds) are used in the Boeing 777 and an Airbus A380 uses 77 metric 

tons [178]. Titanium containers have been studied for the long-term storage of nuclear waste, 

because of its excellent corrosion resistance [179]. Titanium products are widely used in 

aerospace, industrial, marine, medical and nuclear industry. In the current project, Titanium 

has been chosen as a material in which the plastic zone has been characterised, considering its 

applications as detailed above. 

Aluminium plays a critical role in a number of different industries including aerospace, 

transportation, construction, medical devices, and general manufacturing. Aluminium alloys 

2024-T3 and 6061-T6 possess high fracture toughness, high fatigue performance, high 

formability, and superplasticity to meet the needs for lower structural weight, higher damage 

tolerance, and higher durability [180]. Al 2024-T3 is alloyed with copper and heat-treated and 

cold-worked while Al 6061-T6 is alloyed with magnesium and silicon and heat-treated and 
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artificially aged.  These Aluminium alloys also offer good electrical and thermal conductivity, 

as well as having the ability to be superconductors. Moreover, they have high strength and their 

ductility does not decrease significantly during strengthening heat treatments [181]. These 

unique properties made aluminium alloys suitable for lowering costs of aircraft manufacturing 

while upholding stringent specifications required in the industry. Previous literature suggests 

that Aluminium 2024-T3 and 6061-T6 have value of strain hardening exponent of 8 and 14 

respectively [69].  Hence, the Aluminium alloys 2024-T3 and 6061-T6 have been selected to 

characterise plastic zone experimentally as they not only offer range of strain hardening 

exponents but also extensively used by aviation industry.  

3.2 Calculation of Strain hardening exponent 

Strain hardening also known as work hardening is the term used to describe the 

phenomenon that most metals become stronger when plastically deformed. This strengthening 

occurs because of dislocation movements and dislocation generation within the crystal 

structure of the material [182]. The strength, ductility, toughness, and deformability of 

materials are intimately related to their strain–hardening characteristics. The strain–hardening 

exponent (n) is important indicator of the strain–hardening properties of metallic materials 

[182]. It characterises the amount of uniform plastic strain the material can undergo during a 

tensile test before strain localization or necking leading to failure. The value of strain hardening 

exponent n has been determined from the tensile stress-stain data obtained in a uniaxial tension 

test by following the BS EN ISO 10275:2007 standard [183]. A standard test tensile test 

specimen of gauge length 50 mm and width 12.5 mm were prepared for the test (Fig 3.1).  

 
Fig 3.1: Standard tensile test specimen BS EN ISO 10275:2007 standard [183] 
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Tensile data were obtained in a continuous and rate-controlled manner via strain 

control. The strain-hardening exponents are determined from an empirical representation over 

the range of interest of the true-stress versus true-strain curve. The mathematical representation 

used in this method is, 

                                                       𝜺 =
𝝈

𝑬
+𝑲(

𝝈

𝑬
)
𝒏

                                                              [3.1] 

where, ε is the uniaxial strain, 𝝈 is uniaxial stress, E is Young’s modulus, 𝑲 is a constant and 

n is the value of strain hardening exponent. A minimum of four tensile tests were performed to 

determine n reliably (to ensure repeatability and consistency). The value of strain hardening 

exponent n from the four tensile tests for each material is listed in Table 2.  

Table 2: The value of strain hardening exponent-n for 3 different materials calculated from 4 tensile tests 

Material n - Test 1 n- Test 2 n- Test 3 n - Test 4 Average(n) 

Pure Ti 6.14 6.09 6.11 6.22 6.14 

Al 2024-T3 8.27 8.41 8.19 8.13 8.25 

Al 6061-T6 14.17 14.37 13.97 14.32 14.21 

The three test materials - Titanium, Al 2024-T3 and Al 6061-T6 were found to possess the 

value of strain hardening exponent, n of 6, 8 and 14 respectively. Fig 3.2 shows the stress and 

strain curves for the three materials. 
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Fig 3.2: Engineering stress-strain curve obtained for pure Titanium, Al 2024-T3 and Al 6061-T6  

3.3 Specimen preparation 

There are several standard fatigue test specimens suggested by BS ISO 12108:2012 

standard to analyse the fatigue crack growth rates, such as, the Middle Tension (MT), Compact 

Tension (CT), Double Cantilever Beam (DCB), and Single Edge Notched Bend Specimen 

(SENB). One of the widely used specimen is the Compact Tension (CT) specimen [91]. The 

benefits of using CT specimen are (a) they require less material due to its compact design and 

(b) can be prepared in smaller sizes so can be easily accommodated in the chamber of scanning 

electron microscope. For these reasons, a CT specimen has been selected as a test specimen for 

this research.  

  
Fig 3.3: CT specimen geometry (all dimensions are in mm) 
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The CT specimens used in the research had a height of 24 mm, width from the loading 

holes of 20 mm and a notch which is at 3 mm distance from the loading holes as shown in Fig 

3.3. All the specimens were nominally 1 mm thick. The fatigue cracks developed in the CT 

specimens were observed using a Thermoelastic Stress Analysis (TSA) system on one side 

during experiment and using a FE SEM (Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope) on 

the other side after completion of each experiment. TSA requires little or no preparation on the 

specimen surface. A thin and uniform layer of matt black paint was sprayed on one side of each 

specimen in order to achieve a high and uniform emissivity and to reduce surface reflectivity 

to avoid unwanted reflections entering the infrared camera from the test specimen. The surface 

of the specimen for SEM observation should be without scratches, deformation and foreign 

particles. The surface of a specimen was prepared metallographically i.e. by grinding, polishing 

and electropolishing to achieve a plane and highly reflective specimen surface to observe under 

the SEM. The CT specimen was mounted on a brass bar using picien wax and polished using 

800, 1200, 2500, 4000 grit SiC paper successively, followed by direct polishing with colloidal 

silica in order to achieve a 0.05 μm finish. The specimen was electropolished using Struers 

LectroPol-5 equipment and with A2 electrolyte (5-15% Butoxythanol, 65% ethyl alcohol, 60% 

perchloric acid and water). All the electropolished specimens were stored in airtight containers 

with silica gel desiccant bag inside to preserve them from contamination and corrosion.  

3.4 Thermoelastic Stress Analysis (TSA) 

Thermoelastic stress analysis (TSA) is a non-destructive and non-contact experimental 

technique that provides full-field stress maps on the surface of a mechanical component in real 

time based on the principle of the thermoelasticity. 
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3.4.1 Thermoelasticity 

 Any substance in nature becomes slightly cooler or warmer when its volume is changed 

by force; this is known as thermoelastic effect or thermoelasticity. It can be produced either by 

a compressive load which heats the substance or by a tensile load which cools the substance 

[184]. The thermoelastic effect was first recognised by Weber in the 18th century [185]. Lord 

Kelvin established the theoretical foundations of thermoelasticity in the 1850s [186] and it was 

confirmed experimentally in 1915 by Compton and Webster [187]. Lord Kelvin derived a linear 

relationship between the temperature change of a solid and the change in the sum of the 

principal stresses for isotropic materials based on the assumption of reversible and adiabatic 

conditions denoted by [186],  

                                                  ∆𝑻 = −
𝑻

𝝆𝑪𝒑
∑

𝝏𝝈𝒊𝒋

𝝏𝑻
𝜺𝒊𝒋 +

𝑸

𝝆𝑪𝜺
                                                 [3.2] 

Where ∆𝑻 is the temperature change, 𝑻 is absolute temperature of the material, 𝝆 is the 

density, 𝑪𝒑 is the specific heat, 𝝈𝒊𝒋 is the stress tensor, 𝜺𝒊𝒋 is the strain tensor, 𝑸 is the heat input 

and 𝑪𝜺 is the specific heat at constant strain. When a material is subjected to a cyclic load, the 

strain produces a cyclic variation in temperature. To ensure that no heat conduction takes place 

within the object it is necessary to apply cyclic loads of suitable frequencies to maintain 

adiabatic conditions, in that case the second term on the right-hand side of expression [3.2] can 

be neglected and the equation can be rewritten as [19],  

                                                   ∆𝑻 = −
𝑻

𝝆𝑪𝒑
𝜟(𝝈𝒙 + 𝝈𝒚)                                                    [3.3] 

By using a suitable infrared detector, it is possible to record a minute variation in temperature 

of the object surface in terms of a voltage output, 𝑺. All objects emit spectral radiant photons 

based on their temperature and the amount of radiation emitted increases with temperature. 

This emittance depends on the object’s surface emissivity 𝒆 and the absolute temperature of 

the object 𝑻. The emissivity of the surface can be maintained constant by applying a thin and 
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uniform coat of flat black paint that also reduces unwanted reflections into the infrared camera 

from the test specimen. Then under reversible (system will be returned to its original state if 

the stress is removed) and adiabatic (no heat is gained or lost by the system) conditions for 

isotropic material, equation [3.3] can be stated as thermoelastic expression, 

                                                         ∆(𝝈𝒙 + 𝝈𝒚) = 𝑨𝑺                                                        [3.4] 

where 𝑺 is the signal recorded by the infrared detector and 𝑨 is the thermoelastic constant 

which depends on the material properties of the object such as, the coefficient of thermal 

expansion, density, specific heat capacity under constant pressure and the surface temperature.  

                                                          𝑨 = 𝒇(𝜶, 𝜹, 𝑪𝒑, 𝑻)                                                       [3.5] 

3.4.2 Equipment 

The TSA system consists of two key parts: a camera unit (infrared photon detector) to capture 

data and DeltaVision software for data handling, viewing and processing the thermal images. 

The schematic is shown in Fig 3.4. Fig 3.5 shows an image of a specimen mounted on a loading 

rig and a photon detector (FLIR camera) fixed on a damped optical table. The FLIR SC7650 

photon detector employed has an Indium Antimonide (InSb) detector. It is capable of capturing 

400 frames per second for up 640 x 512 pixels array (or 320x256) for various frequencies 

(0.5Hz to 200 Hz). The system has a thermal sensitivity of 20 m°K and a spatial resolution of 

60μm at its maximum optical magnification [188]. 
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Fig 3.4: Schematic representation of TSA system and a loading rig 

 

       
Fig 3.5: TSA FLIR camera and a CT specimen loaded on Instron Electropulse E3000 test machine 

For current research, the zoom lens was used to detect the crack growth. The zoom lens operates 

at working distance of 5cm and has x5 magnification compared to normal lens. It has spatial 

resolution of 22 µm and thermal sensitivity of 1 mºK [188].  The array of detectors in the FLIR 

SC7650E is cooled by a closed cycle cooling system based on Stirling cycle [188]. To measure 

small temperature changes generated by the thermoelastic effect, a lock-in amplifier was fitted 

in the TSA system to filter out the signal noise. In the lock-in analyzer, a reference signal (often 

the load cell signal) is used to provide a band-pass filter. The infrared (IR) signal is then filtered, 

relying on the reference signal to extract only the temperature changes at the reference 

frequency (i.e. the loading frequency). Lock-in analyzers separate the detector output into two 
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components, (I) in-phase and (II) 90◦ out of phase with respect to the reference signal. The 

adiabatic structural response will be in-phase with the reference loading frequency but heat 

conduction in regions of high stress gradients or an insufficient loading frequency causes a 

phase shift from the reference frequency and will be evident as an out-of-phase detector signal. 

 
Fig 3.6: Schematic representation of thermoelastic information. Temporal variation of temperature change and 

reference signals (left). Vectorial representation of temperature change and reference signals (right) [172] 

Fig 3.6 represents the TSA image as a temporal representation of temperature change and a 

reference signal along with the vector with magnitude (R-image) and phase. The phase denotes 

the angular shift between the thermoelastic and reference signals. The Cirrus software is used 

to set various camera configurations such as, non-uniformity correction, the frame rate and 

integration time (exposure time). DeltaVision software controls the FLIR camera and saves the 

thermal images and allows further processing of the images.  

3.4.3 Calibration 

For quantitative analysis, it is necessary to calibrate the thermoelastic signal S in terms of stress 

or strain. There are several different techniques listed in the literature to perform calibration 

but the most commonly used method is bonding a strain gauge rosette in a region of uniform 

stress at the back of a plane specimen where the corresponding thermoelastic signal from the 

front of the specimen can be obtained [189, 190]. According to equation [3.3], the sum of 

principal stresses is proportional to temperature change. According to Hooke’s law the strain 

in a solid is proportional to applied stress within the elastic limit of that solid,  
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𝑬

(𝟏−𝝂)
∆(𝜺𝒙 + 𝜺𝒚) =  ∆(𝝈𝒙 + 𝝈𝒚)                                           [3.6] 

Comparison of equation [3.4] and [3.6] gives, 

                                                                𝑨𝑺 =  
𝑬

(𝟏−𝝂)
∆(𝜺𝒙 + 𝜺𝒚)                                                 [3.7] 

where 𝑬 is Young’s modulus, ν is Poisson’s ratio, 𝜺𝒙 and 𝜺𝒚 are the principal strains in two 

orthogonal directions. The calibration constant, A can be calculated by correlating the 

thermoelastic signal from the strain gauge location with the signal from the strain gauge rosette. 

In the current project, the TSA data were calibrated using an orthogonal strain gauge rosette 

(FCA-2-23 for Titanium and FCA-2-11 for Aluminium 2024-T3 and 6061-T6) bonded to the 

reverse of ta tensile specimen (gauge length 50 mm, width 12.5 mm, thickness 1 mm) in a 

region of uniform stress. The tensile specimen used for the calibration is shown in Fig 3.7.  

      
Fig 3.7: Titanium tensile specimen showing the strain gauge rosette which was bonded on one side and black 

paint on the other side for TSA experiment 

3.4.4 Thermoelastic data processing 

The TSA image captured during a fatigue test was an AC image which is a differential 

thermal image that shows temperature variations over time. The information in AC images is 

presented as a vector through four different images. The R-image, which is the magnitude of 

IR signal and express the variation of temperature on the specimen. The Phase-image refers to 

the difference between the reference signal and the temperature variation on the specimen. The 

X-image (Fig 3.8 (a)), and Y -image (Fig 3.8 (b)) are the projections of R-image (Fig 3.8 (c)) 
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on X and Y axes of a given coordinate system (Fig 3.6). The data from the TSA image is in the 

units of thermoelastic signal output which was converted to °C using a temperature calibration 

curve obtained using a black body at various temperatures.  

 
Fig 3.8: Thermoelastic response of a CT specimen (mounted between clevis grips) during a fatigue test showing 

a notch and a crack. (A)Thermoelastic X-image, showing a large positive response ahead of the crack (B) 

Thermoelastic Y-image, showing an approximately null field except ahead of the crack (C) Thermoelastic R-

image, it is a sum of X-image and Y-image and Y-image is null so R-image is similar to X-image 

 

3.4.5 Methodology for extracting SIF from TSA data 

The full-field stress maps around the crack tip were processed using a freely available software 

package, FATCAT (www.experimentalstress.com)   To evaluate the stress intensity factor, the 

Multi-Point Over Deterministic Method (MPODM) is used in the software to fit 

Muskhelishvili's complex stress descriptors to describe the crack tip stress field using the 

methodology of Diaz et al. which is based on the formulation developed by Tomlinson et al 

[118, 119].  

3.4.5.1 Mathematical model 

Westergaard equations are based on the assumption of a uniform passing stress field, i.e. in the 

absence of the crack the stress field is uniform, whereas the Muskhelishvili’s approach removes 

this assumption which means it can be used for cracks in the presence of other stress raisers 

including those arising from geometry and loading.  

Muskhelishvili’s complex representation of the stresses 

http://www.experimentalstress.com/
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The one caveat to note is that Westergaard solution applies to an infinite plate in equal-biaxial, 

not uniaxial, tension. They are based on the assumption of a uniform passing stress field, i.e. 

in the absence of crack the stress field is uniform, whereas Muskhelishvili’s approach removes 

this assumption which means it can be applied for the cracks in the presence of other stress 

raisers including those arising from geometry and loading [191].  

According to Muskhelishvili’s complex function, stresses for two-dimensional equations of 

elasticity can be defined in terms of two functions, Airy stress function 𝚽 and function 𝝍. The 

functions 𝚽 and 𝝍 are given in terms of two analytical functions ∅(𝒛) and 𝝌(𝒛) of the complex 

variable 𝒛 = 𝒙 + 𝒊𝒚. So, the stress function takes the form, 

                                                        𝚽 = 𝑹𝒆{�̅�∅(𝒛) + 𝝌(𝒛)}                                               [3.8] 

and, 

                                                          𝝍 = 𝑰𝒎{�̅�∅(𝒛) + 𝝌(𝒛)}                                             [3.9] 

where 𝑹𝒆 and 𝑰𝒎 denote the real and imaginary parts in complex notation respectively, and 

the bar over z denotes the conjugate. 

Substituting equation [3.8] and [3.9] in equation [2.11], the stress fields in terms of functions 

∅(𝒛) and 𝝌(𝒛) are given by, 

𝝈𝒙 + 𝝈𝒚 =  𝟐[∅′(𝒛) + ∅′(𝒛)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅] = 𝟒𝑹𝒆{∅′(𝒛)} = 𝟒𝑹𝒆{ɸ(𝒛)} 

where ɸ(𝒛) =  ∅′(𝒛), with the prime denoting differentiation with respect to z. By substituting 

equation [3.8] in equation [2.10] gets, 

                        𝝈𝒚 − 𝝈𝒙 + 𝟐𝒊𝝈𝒙𝒚 = 𝟐[�̅�∅′′(𝒛) + 𝝌′′(𝒛)] = 𝟐[�̅�ɸ′(𝒛) + 𝝍(𝒛)]                [3.10] 

where, 𝝍(𝒛) =  𝝌′′(𝒛). The functions ɸ(𝒛) and 𝝍(𝒛) are known as Muskhelishvili’s complex 

potentials. 
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FATCAT uses Muskhelishvili's mathematical model to evaluate stress field. Based on this 

approach, the state of stress can be derived from the mathematical theory of elasticity for 

isotropic materials using two analytical complex functions ∅(𝒛) and 𝝍(𝒛) with 𝒛 = 𝒙 + 𝒊𝒚. 

                                

𝝈𝒚𝒚 = 𝑹𝒆[∅(𝒛)] + 𝟐𝒚𝑰𝒎[∅′(𝒛)] + 𝑹𝒆[𝝍(𝒛)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅]

  𝝈𝒙𝒙 = 𝟑𝑹𝒆[∅(𝒛)] − 𝟐𝒚𝑰𝒎[∅′(𝒛)] − 𝑹𝒆[𝝍(𝒛)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅]

  𝝉𝒙𝒚  = −𝟐𝒚𝑹𝒆[∅′(𝒛)] + 𝑰𝒎[𝝍(𝒛)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅] − 𝑰𝒎[∅(𝒛)]

}                              [3.11] 

where x and y are Cartesian co-ordinates, the prime denotes differentiation and the overbar 

denotes the complex conjugate [192]. It is assumed that the state of stress at a crack tip in the 

cracked body can be represented by the state of stress at the tip of a centre crack in an infinite 

plate in a generalised state of stress as shown in Fig 3.9(a) [193]. To determine the generalised 

state of stress at the crack tip, the complex stress functions ∅(𝒛) and 𝝍(𝒛)  are written in a 

series form. Then, the boundary conditions for the crack surfaces are satisfied through the use 

of conformal mapping in which a circle in the mapping plane is mapped onto a geometrical 

shape in the physical plane through the mapping function, 

                                               𝒛 = 𝝎(𝝃) = 𝑹(𝝃 +
𝒎

𝝃
)         (𝟎 ≤ 𝒎 ≤ 𝟏)                         [3.12] 

 
Fig 3.9: Crack coordinates system in (a) physical and (b) mapping planes [192] 

where 𝝃 is a complex variable in the mapping plane, R represents a length parameter, and m 

describes the shape of the mapped circle. The complex variable 𝝃 is calculated from a system 

of polar co-ordinates (r, 𝜽) in the mapping plane using: 
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                                                             𝝃 = 𝒓 = 𝒓(𝒄𝒐𝒔𝜽 + 𝒊𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜽)                                               [3.13] 

where  is the complex co-ordinate of the unit circle (𝒓 = 𝟏).              

The principal stress sum can be found from equations [3.4] and [3.7] as 

                                                   ∆(𝝈𝒙𝒙 + 𝝈𝒚𝒚) = 𝑨𝑺 = 𝟒𝑹𝒆[∅(𝒛)]                                  [3.14] 

So, the problem is reduced to finding ∅(𝒛), which was achieved by Nurse and Patterson using 

a general form of the Fourier series and by satisfying boundary conditions explained above, 

they found, [192] 

                       ∅(𝒛) = 𝑨𝟎 +
𝑨𝟎+�̅�𝟎+�̅�𝟎

𝝃𝟐−𝟏
+ ∑ (

𝟐𝑵

𝝃𝟐𝑵
) (

𝝃𝟐+𝟏

𝝃𝟐−𝟏
)∞

𝑵=𝟏 �̅�𝑵 −
�̅�𝑵

𝝃𝟐𝑵
−

�̅�𝑵

𝝃𝟐𝑵
+ 𝑨𝑵𝝃

𝟐𝑵       [3.15] 

where 𝝃 is a complex variable in the mapping plane related to the physical plane by the 

conformal mapping function (Fig 3.9), 

                                                            𝝃(𝒁) =
𝒛

𝒂
+√(

𝒛𝟐

𝒂𝟐
− 𝟏)                                            [3.16] 

𝑨𝑵 and 𝑩𝑵 are unknown series parameters that are used to describe the generalised state of 

stress around the crack tip. The real parts 𝑨𝑵 and 𝑩𝑵 describe a mode I stress field and the 

imaginary parts describe a mode II stress field. The complex stress intensity factor 𝑲𝑰 + 𝒊𝑲𝑰𝑰 

is calculated in the normal manner using the limiting value of ∅(𝒛) as 𝝃 → ±𝟏,  

                                 (𝑲𝑰 + 𝒊𝑲𝑰𝑰) = 𝑨𝟎 + �̅�𝟎 + �̅�𝟎 + 𝟒∑ (𝑨𝑵)
∞
𝑵=𝟏                                  [3.17] 

By solving Equations [3.13] and [3.14], FATCAT evaluates stress intensity factors from 

thermoelastic data in the form of 𝑲𝑰 and 𝑲𝑰𝑰 in MPa√m. Thermoelastic data is collected in 

the form of an array of approximately 100 data points surrounding the crack tip. The mapping 

function 𝝃(𝒁) is used to convert the data into 𝝃 −co-ordinates for the mapping plane. The series 

of coefficients 𝑨𝑵 and 𝑩𝑵 are solved using a least squares approach which minimises the 
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difference between the data and the stress field equations. Statistical calculations are performed 

and the mean (𝝁) and variance (𝒔) of the least-squares fit of the solution to the data points are 

found. By using this mean (𝝁) and variance (𝒔), the stress intensity factors were calculated with 

95% confidence limits, 

                                    (𝟏 + − 𝟐𝒔)𝑲𝑺 ≤ 𝑲 ≤ (𝟏 + 𝝁 + 𝟐𝒔)𝑲𝑺                                      [3.18] 

where 𝑲𝑺 is the solution of least square method. 

3.4.5.2 Crack tip position 

Direct observation of the crack tip is often difficult since data very near the crack tip tend to be 

blurred as a result of plasticity and the presence of high stress gradients. To find the crack tip 

from TSA data, two methods have been implemented in FATCAT. The first method considers 

the crack tip co-ordinates as two unknowns in the equations and solves the equations to 

determine both the Fourier series coefficients and the crack tip position using a Downhill 

Simplex method [194]. The other method is based on a Genetic Algorithm (GA) optimization 

in which a point in the image was used as an initial value for the GA [195]. Then the crack tip 

position found using GA was used in the algorithm to find the stress intensity factors.  

3.4.5.3 Selection of data points 

To calculate ΔK using TSA, it is required to obtain a thermoelastic map of the region near the 

crack tip. Subsequently, a set of data points has to be collected in the region surrounding the 

crack tip. It is important to avoid collecting data points at those locations affected by near crack 

tip plasticity. To identify such a region, Stanley and Chan’s methodology was employed [196]. 

Their method combines equation [3.4] with a mathematical expression describing the sum of 

principle stresses derived from Westergaard’s model (equations [3.17(a)] and [3.17(b)]).  

(𝝈𝒙 + 𝝈𝒚) = 𝑨𝑺 =
𝟐𝑲𝑰

√𝟐𝝅𝒓
𝒄𝒐𝒔 (

𝜽

𝟐
) −

𝟐𝑲𝑰𝑰

√𝟐𝝅𝒓
𝒔𝒊𝒏 (

𝜽

𝟐
)                        [3.19] 
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In pure mode I loading conditions, Stanley and Chan observed that the maximum thermoelastic 

signal, Smax, occurred at a 60° angle with respect to the crack. Considering this criteria, equation 

[3.19] can be rearranged into a linear equation relating the distance from the crack tip,  

                                                              𝒚 = (
𝟐√𝟑𝑲𝑰

𝟐

𝟒𝝅𝑨𝟐
)

𝟏

𝑺𝒎𝒂𝒙
𝟐                                                    [3.20] 

This relationship is linear only in the singularity dominated elastic field which defines the 

region over which data can be collected to fit the stress field equations described by 

Muskhelishvili’s model. The thermoelastic image is plotted using the above relationship where 

three different regions can be identified as shown in Fig 3.10. A pair of red lines is 

superimposed on these data points to identify the linear region of the plots which corresponds 

to the singularity-dominated elastic field. The far-left region has no linear behaviour since there 

is a loss of adiabatic conditions due to high stress gradients and crack tip plasticity (denoted as 

the plastic region in Fig 3.10). The middle region shows the linear behaviour and the 

mathematical model prevails in this region and so the data points were selected from this 

region. The far-right region is a non-singularity dominated elastic region where the proposed 

mathematical model is not valid because the mathematical model assumes that the singular 

term is dominant. 

 
Fig 3.10: Graph showing the linear relationship between the vertical distance from the crack tip and 

1

𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥
2  

employed in the methodology of Stanley and Chan for the calculation of the stress intensity factor from 

thermoelastic data 
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3.4.5.4 Location of crack tip based on phase angle data 

Fig 3.11(a) represents the TSA phase image showing the distribution of the phase angle in the 

vicinity of a crack tip. Phase angle values along a line through the crack path shown by the 

arrow in the 3.11(a), are plotted in the graph of 3.11(b). It is noticeable from the figure that the 

phase angle is reasonably uniform in the far-field and deviates around zero satisfying the 

adiabatic condition. The phase angle shows shifts from zero to positive and negative along the 

crack and a small region ahead of the crack respectively. 

 
Fig 3.11: (a) Phase difference of a CT specimen, most of the area is in phase and the crack and a small region 

ahead of crack is out of phase.  (b) A line profile passing through the crack reveals the positive phase [1], 

negative phase [2] and zero phase [3] area in the right image indicating crack wake, cyclic plastic zone and 

elastic region respectively 

 

There are three regions evident in the Figure 3.11[b], 

1) Region of positive phase: The region [1] showing positive phase attributed to crack 

wake. These positive values of phase angle are associated with a loss of adiabatic 

conditions caused by contact between the residual plastic materials in the crack wake. 

Contact between the crack flanks will generate heat due to friction causing the loss of 

adiabacity. 

2) Region of negative phase: The region [2] has negative phase attributed to the cyclic 

plastic zone. The change in the phase angle indicates a loss of adiabatic conditions in 

this region due to heat generation associated with plastic work. The dislocation 

movement in the plastic region ahead of the crack will generate heat during the loading 
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part of the fatigue cycle. During the unloading part of the cycle, frictional heating due 

to contact of the crack flanks causes the loss of adiabacity. Since these two instances 

of heat generation occur in opposite parts of the loading cycle, they would be expected 

to produce phase deviations of opposite signs. The point at which the phase angle 

changes from negative to positive was taken to be a first approximation of the crack 

tip location by Diaz et al. [172] 

3) A region of zero phase: The far field region [3] shows that the phase angle is 

reasonably uniform which is associated with the elastic field. 

3.4.6 Characterisation of plastic zone 

The TSA phase image achieved from fatigue test of CT specimen is shown in Fig 3.12(a). It is 

possible to identify the plastic zone by applying a binary filter to the phase image to indicate 

the negative phase region as proposed by Patki and Patterson [113]. 

  
Fig 3.12: (a) TSA phase image and (b) 3D representation of plastic region after applying a binary filter ahead of 

the crack. The inset shows the plastic zone in 2D 

The black region of the binary image (Fig 3.12(b) inset) corresponds to the plastic zone at the 

crack tip and was used to calculate the area of the plastic zone and an experimental value for 

the radius of plastic zone, which was taken as the distance across the area from the crack tip in 

the direction of crack growth. Fig 3.12(b) represents the plastic zone in 3D. 
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3.5 Back-Scattered Electron image Analysis (BSEIA) 

The scanning electron microscope (SEM) is one of the most versatile instruments for 

investigating the microstructure of metallic materials. Accelerated electrons in an SEM carry 

significant amounts of kinetic energy, and this energy is dissipated as a variety of signals 

produced by electron-sample interactions when the incident electrons are decelerated in the 

sample. These signals include secondary electrons (that produce SEM images), backscattered 

electrons (BSE), diffracted backscattered electrons (EBSD that are used to determine crystal 

structures and orientations of minerals), photons (characteristic X-rays that are used for 

elemental analysis and continuum X-rays), visible light (cathodoluminescence–CL), and heat 

[197]. Among these, secondary electrons and backscattered electrons are commonly used for 

imaging samples. The primary backscattered electrons (BSE), undergo elastic Rutherford 

scattering from the nuclei of the atoms of the sample. As the size of the nuclei gets larger, the 

BSE emission increases in a nearly linear fashion. Thus, for a flat polished sample containing 

numerous phases, secondary electrons produce little or no contrast (as the scattering is not from 

nuclei but from surrounding protons and electrons), while the primary BSE signal could 

produce high contrast. Small surface features that are indistinct in a secondary image can be 

viewed clearly in a BSE image. So, BSE images are selected to quantify the plastic zone. 

 Scanning electron microscope is an emerging tool for mapping elastic strains at 

mesoscopic and microscopic scales and to reveal microstructural mechanisms of deformation 

[198-201]. The generation and motion of dislocations close to fatigue cracks controls the cyclic 

propagation of fatigue crack so these dislocations have fundamental importance. This local 

plastic deformation modifies the stress intensity experienced by the crack tip, either by blunting 

the crack or through the action of the dislocation stress fields which can shield the crack from 

the external load [202].  Joy and Bieber et al. observed the phenomenon of a contrast change 
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in BSE images during plastic deformation in 1975 and 2009 respectively [203, 204]. Even 

though this phenomenon has been speculated about previously, it has never been used to 

quantify the strain levels associated with localized plastic deformation. Yang et al. observed a 

gradual change in the sharpness of the BSE images with distance from the crack tip and they 

quantified the plastic strain distribution at the tip of a fatigue crack by processing an array of 

BSE images as son in Fig 3.13 [144]. Similar results were evident while observing an array of 

BSE images captured for the current research. At large distances from the crack tip, the BSE 

images displayed sharp, well-defined features allowing easy identification of the individual 

grains. In BSE images acquired close to the crack tip, however, large variations in brightness 

were evident within individual grains, making the individual grains less distinct and with lower 

contrast as a result of residual plastic strain within these grains. These contrast changes in BSE 

images can eventually lead to a change in the signal frequency distribution of features within 

the corresponding images. Therefore, by quantifying the frequency distribution of the BSE 

images, it is possible to relate it directly to the extent of plastic deformation (detailed in 

following sections). In the current project, features of the Fourier transform of backscattered 

electron (BSE) images have been used to characterise the plastic zones before, during and after 

the application of overload. 
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Fig 3.13: Map of plastic strain around the crack tip based on the FWHM of the DFTs of images. The white line 

shows the measurement of plastic zone using TSA data. The green and blue solid lines indicate the theoretical 

estimations of the plastic zone size based on Dugdale’s and Irwin’s approaches, respectively [144]. 

3.5.1 Equipment  

The JEOL JSM-7001F field emission ultra-high resolution scanning electron microscope 

located in the Electron Microscopy Centre, Plymouth University was used to capture the BSE 

images. Backscattered electrons (BSE) were accelerated with a voltage of 20 kV, over a 

working distance of 15 mm. BSE images (640 × 480 pixels) were captured using an external 

computer. Fig 3.14 shows the JEOL JSM-7001F field emission scanning electron microscope 

situated at Plymouth University. 
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Fig 3.14: JEOL JSM-7001F field emission scanning electron microscope [205] 

3.5.2 BSE Image Analysis – Fourier Transform 

The BSE images were analysed using the Fourier Transform. The Fourier Transform is a 

function derived from a given function and representing it by a series of sinusoidal functions. 

It can decompose an image into its sine and cosine components. The output of the 

transformation represents the image in the Fourier or frequency domain, while the input image 

is the spatial domain equivalent. DFT is the Discrete version of Fourier Transform that 

transforms a signal from Time Domain representation to its Frequency Domain representation, 

while Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is an algorithm for the calculation of DFT. In the Fourier 

domain image, each point represents a particular frequency contained in the spatial domain 

image. The DFT is the sampled Fourier Transform and therefore does not contain all of the 

frequencies forming the image, but only a set of samples which is large enough to describe the 

spatial domain image. The number of frequencies corresponds to the number of pixels in the 

spatial domain image, i.e. the image in the spatial and Fourier domain are of the same size. For 

a square image of size N×N, the two-dimensional DFT is given by 
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                                              𝑭(𝒌, 𝒍) = ∑ ∑ 𝒇(𝒊, 𝒋)𝒆−𝒊𝟐𝝅(
𝒌𝒊

𝑵
+
𝒍𝒋

𝑵
)𝑵−𝟏

𝒋=𝟎
𝑵−𝟏
𝒊=𝟎                                 [3.21] 

where the exponential term is the basis function corresponding to each point 𝑭(𝒌, 𝒍) in the 

Fourier space. The equation can be interpreted as, the value of each point 𝑭(𝒌, 𝒍) obtained by 

multiplying the spatial image with the corresponding base function and summing the result. 

The base functions are sine and cosine waves with increasing frequencies, i.e. 𝑭(𝟎, 𝟎) 

represents the DC-component of the image which corresponds to the average brightness and 

𝑭(𝑵 − 𝟏,𝑵 − 𝟏) represents the highest frequency. The Discrete Fourier Transformation of a 

two-dimensional image gives complex-number images, i.e. two images are generated, the 

magnitude map and the phase map. Fig 3.15(a) is the original BSE image of the Titanium CT 

specimen. The images were cropped in the centre region to eliminate the edge effect (the 

electron beam diffracted by sharp edges causing a decrease in focus). The image was cropped 

to square shape in order to allow the origin in the centre. For non-square image, the FFT will 

be isotropic (X and Y scales the same) but truncated in one dimension which will introduce 

noise. To eliminate the edge effect and noise, the BSE image was cropped to a square of 

345x345 pixels from the centre region Fig 3.15 (b). Fig 3.15(c) and (d) show the magnitude 

map and phase map respectively.  
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Fig 3.15: (a) Original BSE image of Ti CT specimen (b) Image was cropped from centre region to run the FFT 

algorithm (c) Resulting magnitude map after running FFT (d) resulting phase map of the image  

The magnitude of a DFT provides the distribution of the frequency components in the 

original image, while the phase of the DFT gives the locations of frequency components in the 

original image.  

DFT was conducted on all BSE images using MATLAB built-in functions. First, the 

MATLAB function ‘fft2’ was used to compute the complex-number DFT images of the BSE 

images using the fast Fourier transformation (FFT) algorithm. Fig 3.16 shows the resulting 

images after applying the particular function to the BSE image displayed in Fig 3.16(a). The 

first function applied was ‘fft2’ resulting in the image as shown in Fig 3.16(b). 

The resulting image in Fig 3.16(b) has zero- frequency components at the corners of an 

image so the function ‘fftshift’ was applied to improve the output image quality i.e. shifting 

10 µm 
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the zero frequency to the DFT image centre. Fig 3.16(c) has the scale of x104, so the ‘log2’ 

function was applied to enlarge the detailed frequency information (Fig 3.16(d)).        

Fig 3.16: (a) A square BSE image with 345x345 pixels (b) Magnitude map of the image after applying ‘fft2’ 

MATLAB function (c) Magnitude map of the image after applying ‘fftshift’ MATLAB function shifting the 

zero frequency in centre (d) Magnitude map of the image after applying ‘log2’ MATLAB function enlarging the 

frequency information 

Fig 3.17 shows the process to find the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) which is 

the difference between the two extreme values of the independent variable at which the 

dependent variable is equals to half of its maximum value. Fig 3.17(a) and (b) shows the BSE 

image and its corresponding FFT respectively. Fig 3.17(c) represents the profile of a line 

passing through the centre of the FFT image. 

10 µm 
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Fig 3.17: (a) A square BSE image with 345x345 pixels (b) FFT of the image. A red arrow shows the line profile 

across the centre of the image (c) the original FFT of line profile (red line in previous image) (d) the line profile 

was smoothed using a MATLAB ‘moving average’ filter (e) the exponential curves were then fitted to each side 

of the image.  (f) The FWHM was found by calculating the distance between the X1 and X2 points 

It is evident from the image that the line profile is symmetric so it is possible to consider 

the symmetry and find the FWHM manually as detailed in previous research where the FWHM 

of each image was found individually adding a considerable amount of time and labour [144]. 

This process also includes the selection of a baseline manually that introduced a manual error. 

To eliminate all these disadvantages, a special MATLAB program was developed to find the 

FWHM of all the images. The FWHMs achieved using the program was compared to the 

FWHMs found manually for several images and the results were same, so FWHM of rest of 

the images were found using the MATLAB program. The program took only a couple of 

minutes to find the FWHM of 100 images. First, the FFT of the image was calculated followed 

by a line profile passing through the centre of each image. The line profile was then smoothed 

using the MATLAB ‘moving average’ filter for span of 5, i.e. the data were smoothed by 

replacing each point with the average of the neighbouring 5 data points where the data point 

was at the centre of the span. This process enables the creation of an approximating function 
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that attempts to capture the important patterns in the data, while leaving out noise. Fig 3.17(d) 

shows the smoothed data with a considerable reduction in noise. Finally, an exponential curve 

was fitted to the data on each side of the image as shown in Fig 3.17(e). To find the FWHM, 

the maximum value of Ymax was selected and subtracted from the Ymin to get the half value 

(max/2) as shown in Fig 3.17(f). The value max/2 corresponds to the X1 and X2 points on the 

exponential curves. The difference between the X1 and X2 points gives the FWHM.  

3.5.3 Calibration  

To quantify the relationship between the residual plastic strain level in a BSE image and the 

FWHM of its DFT magnitude, the in-situ uniaxial tensile test was performed on the tensile 

specimens of three different materials. Fig 3.18 shows the GATAN Microtest™2000EW 

tensile loading stage with specimen mounted on the sample grips angled at 70 degrees [206]. 

The standard grips in a horizontal position were available but there was not enough working 

distance between the detector and the specimen to capture the BSE images so, the angled grips 

were selected for the tensile tests. The tensile specimens were metallographically prepared in 

the same manner as the CT specimens as explained earlier in the specimen preparation section. 

 
Fig 3.18: GATAN Microtest™2000EW tensile loading stage showing the tensile specimen mounted on the 70-

degree angled grips [206] 
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The tensile specimen was 3 mm wide and had a 6.5 mm gauge length with 8 mm of reduced 

section length as shown in Fig 3.19. The tensile test was performed in force control mode with 

a motor velocity of 0.4 mm/min at room temperature. 

  
Fig 3.19: Geometry of in-situ tensile test specimen (all dimensions are in mm) 

The extension between the jaws was measured by the extensometer mounted on the 

stage. The BSE images were captured for 8 strain increments i.e. 0%, 4%, 8%, 11%, 14%, 

16.5%, 18.5% and 24.5% under the identical imaging conditions (brightness, contrast, 

magnification, and working distance) as those for the fatigue specimen. 

Fig 3.20 shows the engineering stress-strain curve of a Titanium tensile specimen. The 

blue crosses denote the strain increments at which the in-situ test was interrupted and BSE 

images were captured. At zero strain, 8 BSE images were captured from the centre section of 

the tensile specimen as shown in Fig 3.21. At each increasing strain, 8 BSE images were 

captured at the same location resulting in 64 BSE images in total. 
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Fig 3.20: Engineering stress-strain curve obtained for the pure Titanium. The blue cross indicates the strain 

increment at which the in-situ uniaxial tensile test was interrupted to collect the BSE images. 

   

 
Fig 3.21: In-situ tensile specimen showing the location from where the BSE images were captured at each strain 

level (for illustration purpose only not to the true scale) 

  Fig 3.22 shows the BSE images from position 1, 2 and 3 from Fig 3.21 at different 

strain levels. The evolution of microstructural features is evident from the figure. As the strain 

level increases, the contrast within the grains increases.   
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Fig 3.22: BSE images at different strain levels during in-situ tensile test indicating evolution of microstructure 

features at 3 different locations 
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All the 64 images at increasing strain levels from 8 different locations were processed using 

the procedure described in the previous section (calculation of FWHM). The mean FWHM of 

the DFT from eight BSE images at each strain increment were plotted, as shown in Fig 3.23 

and a polynomial fitted to create a calibration curve that was used to determine the residual 

plastic strain field of the fatigued specimen. The error bars represent the standard deviation of 

FWHM from the mean FWHM calculated at each strain from 8 BSE images. 

 
Fig 3.23: The full width of half the maximum of the DFT as a function of the engineering strain based on BSE 

images captured at various plastic strain during an in-situ tensile test. 

The top row of Fig 3.24 represents the BSE images at 0%, 8%, 11%, 16.5% and 18.5% 

strain levels at location 1 from Fig 3.24. The middle row of Fig 3.24 shows the corresponding 

DFT of the images and with lines passing through their centres. The bottom row indicates 

corresponding line profile of DFT image (black squares), smoothed data (red squares) and an 

exponential curve (green curve) fitted to the smoothed data to find the FWHM. It is evident 

from the figure that as the % strain increases the DFT profile changes. The contrast of the 

images increases from zero strain to higher strain levels which results in the distinct centre of 

the DFT profiles. The observation of the line profiles indicate that, at zero strain, the distance 
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between the data points is less which increases at higher strain levels resulting in a higher 

FWHM.   

 
Fig 3.24: Top row reprints the BSE images at 0%, 8%, 11%, 16.5% and 18.5% strain levels. Middle row shows 

the DFT profiles of BSE images. The bottom row shows the data points for the line profile (black dots), smoother 

data points (red dots) and an exponential curve (green). The distance between the two data sets increases at higher 

strain levels resulting in higher FWHM  
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Chapter 4 

Results and Discussions 

4.1 Thermoelastic Stress Analysis (TSA) 

In the current research, the previously well-established techniques – TSA and BSEIA have 

been employed [113, 144, 172, 211]. The use of phase data to identify the plasticity in TSA 

method has been used in the past by several researchers. Diaz et al. located the crack tip in 

recorded thermal images of the specimen and identified plasticity from the map of phase 

difference between the applied load and surface temperature obtained from TSA signals [172]. 

Tomlinson et al. used the TSA phase data to quantify the size and shape of the crack-tip plastic 

zone in two different aerospace materials at a range of frequencies [211]. Patki and Patterson 

studied the effect of overloads on stress intensity factors and plastic zone size for the first time. 

They developed a technique to measure the radius of the plastic zone directly from the phase 

information [113]. Yang et al. used the BSEIA method to identify the plastic strain map and 

verified the results using the TSA technique [144]. The same experimental techniques and 

methodology have been employed in current research for varied materials having different 

strain hardening exponents at different loading conditions.  

CT specimens of 3 different materials – pure Titanium, Al 2024-T3 and Al 6061-T6 

were manufactured based on the BS-ISO 12108:2012 standard as described in the previous 

section (section 3.2 and 3.3) whose value of strain hardening exponent was 6, 8 and 14 

respectively. The specimens were loaded in a uniaxial INSTRON ELECTROPULSE-E3000 

loading frame. A cyclic load with a mean of 92% of yield stress was applied at a frequency of 

20 Hz for each material at varying load ratio. The crack was initiated from the notch and TSA 
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data were collected after crack growth of 3.0 mm. Fifteen different specimens were tested using 

the parameters provided in Table 3. The full-field stress maps around the crack tip were 

processed using a freely available software package, FATCAT (www.experimentalstress.com) 

to evaluate the range of stress intensity factor, ∆𝑲𝑰.  

The experimental results from specimen numbers 4, 5 and 6 from table 3 are shown in Figs. 

4.1 and 4.2. Fig 4.1 shows a comparison of theoretical and experimental plastic zone radius as 

a function of crack length. The theoretical radius of the crack tip plastic zone, 𝒓𝒑 was calculated 

using, [19] 

                                                                  𝒓𝒑 = 
𝟏

𝝅
[
∆𝑲𝑰

𝝈𝒚
]
𝟐

                                                          [4.1] 

where 𝝈𝒚 is yield stress. The experimental crack tip plastic zone radius was estimated from the 

phase information as described earlier using a specially written MATLAB program. The 

experimental plastic zone was calculated by following the methodology in previous chapter 

demonstrated by Fig 3.11 and 3.12. A simple threshold was applied to the phase data to identify 

crack tip plastic zone which in the set-up used in these experiments always exhibited a negative 

phase difference. The error bars in figure 4.1 represents ±2 times the standard deviation, i.e. 95 

per cent confidence limits, based on evaluations of the plastic zone radius obtained from three 

different threshold values (1 degree, 2 degree & 3 degree (Ref Fig 3.11)) Fig 4.1 suggests that 

the experimental plastic zone radius are in agreement with those calculated from theory for all 

three values of strain hardening exponent suggesting a high level of confidence in the method 

of determination of plastic zone radius found from TSA phase information. It is noticeable 

from Fig 4.1 that the difference between the theoretical and experimental plastic zone radius 

starts decreasing as the value of strain hardening exponent decreases. This phenomenon can be 

explained using Fig 4.2 which shows the experimental plastic zone radius at various values of 

strain hardening exponent at crack lengths of 6.4 mm, 6.7 mm, 7.0 mm and 7.3 mm.  

http://www.experimentalstress.com/
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Table 3:  List of fatigue tests performed at various load ratios for constant amplitude loading and overload 

Specimen Loading 

Mean load =[
𝑚𝑖𝑛+𝑚𝑎𝑥

2
] N  

Load ratio R 

= 
𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑚𝑎𝑥
  

Overload (% of 

amplitude) 

1. Pure Ti 

2. Al 2024-T3 

3. Al 6061-T6 

360  

309 

249 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

No overload 

4. Pure Ti 

5. Al 2024-T3 

6. Al 6061-T6 

360 

309 

249 

0.33 

0.33 

0.33 

No overload 

7. Pure Ti 

8. Al 2024-T3 

9. Al 6061-T6 

360 

309 

249 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

No overload 

10. Pure Ti 

11. Al 2024-T3 

12. Al 6061-T6 

360 

309 

249 

0.33 

0.33 

0.33 

50% 

50% 

50% 

13. Pure Ti 

14. Al 2024-T3 

15. Al 6061-T6 

360 

309 

249 

0.33 

0.33 

0.33 

10% 

10% 

10% 
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Fig 4.1: Comparison of experimental and theoretical plastic zone radius as a function of crack length for constant 

amplitude loading for value of strain hardening exponent n= 6, 8, 14 

 

 
Fig 4.2: The experimental radius of plastic zone as a function of crack length for constant amplitude loading for 

value of strain hardening exponent n= 6, 8, 14 
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It is evident from the Fig 4.2 that at a higher value of strain hardening exponent (n=6), 

the radius of the plastic zone is smaller than for a lower value of strain hardening exponent 

(n=14) for the same crack length. Also, the size of plastic zone radius increases rapidly at the 

lower value of strain hardening exponent (n=14) than that at the higher n-value (n=6). It is 

apparent from the Figure that value of strain hardening exponent has a major influence on 

plastic zone size. 

Fig 4.3 compares the theoretical and experimental stress intensity factor range as a function of 

crack length for constant amplitude loading at value of strain hardening exponent ranging from 

6 to 14. The experimental stress intensity factor range was plotted with 95% confidence limits 

calculated using, [192] 

                                                 (𝟏 + − 𝟐𝒔)𝑲𝑺 ≤ 𝑲 ≤ (𝟏 + 𝝁 + 𝟐𝒔)𝑲𝑺                           [4.2] 

Where,   and 𝒔 are the mean and variance of the least square difference between the stress 

field equations and the experimental data and 𝑲𝑺 is solution from the MPODM. The 95% 

confidence limits shown in Fig 4.3 are small suggesting that the accuracy of the data obtained 

from the TSA is high. For the constant amplitude case, the 𝑲𝑰 value was calculated from 

theory using a plane stress empirical formulation, [19] 

                                                                           ∆𝑲𝑰 = 
𝑷

𝒕√𝑾
 𝒇 (

𝒂

𝑾
)                                               [4.3] 

𝒇 (
𝒂

𝑾
) = 

(𝟐 +
𝒂
𝑾) [𝟎. 𝟖𝟖𝟔 + 𝟒. 𝟔𝟒 (

𝒂
𝑾) − 𝟏𝟑. 𝟑𝟐 (

𝒂
𝑾)

𝟐

+ 𝟏𝟒. 𝟕𝟐 (
𝒂
𝑾)

𝟑

− 𝟓. 𝟔 (
𝒂
𝑾)

𝟒

(𝟏 −
𝒂
𝑾)

𝟑 𝟐⁄
 

Where, 𝑷 is the load range, 𝒂,𝑾,  and 𝒕 are the crack length, specimen width and specimen 

thickness respectively.  
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Fig 4.3: Comparison of experimental and theoretical stress intensity factor range as a function of crack length 

for constant amplitude loading for value of strain hardening exponent n= 6, 8, 14 

It is apparent from Fig 4.3 that for constant amplitude loading, the experimental ∆𝑲𝑰 

values are lower than those predicted from classical fracture mechanics theory suggesting the 

effect of closure in the experimental results. To justify this, it has been argued that plasticity at 

the crack tip and along the flanks shields the crack tip from the complete loading cycle which 

means it experiences only a part of the peak-to-peak stress amplitude resulting in a lower value 

of ∆𝑲𝑰. The loss of adiabatic conditions demonstrated in TSA phase image (showing the 

difference measured between the temperature signal from the material and the forcing signal) 

confirms the presence of plasticity in the specimens (Figs 3.11 and 3.12). The effects of crack 

closure were not accounted for in the theory, so it is reasonable to attribute the difference 

between values for the amplitude of the stress intensity factor, ∆𝑲𝑰 obtained from TSA and 

theory to the presence of plastic shielding of the crack tip in a behaviour associated with crack 

closure. These observations agree the previous work of Patki et al., Tomlinson et al., Diaz et 

al. and Fulton et al. [113, 118, 119, 170]. Several experiments were performed at different load 
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ratios to identify the crack closure phenomena as shown in Fig 4.4. The crack closure effect is 

evident in the figure for all three load ratios (0.1, 0.33, and 0.5) where the values of 

experimental ∆𝑲𝑰 are less than the theoretical values of ∆𝑲𝑰. Fig 4.4(a) suggests that at higher 

value of strain hardening exponent, the values of ∆𝑲𝑰 are higher. The same phenomena is 

observed in Fig 4.4(b) and (c) at load ratios 0.33 and 0.5 respectively. Fig 4.4(c) shows that 

there is little crack closure at load ratio of 0.5. To measure crack closure, it was tried to apply 

the strain gauge on the back of the CT specimen however due to finite dimension of the 

specimen, it was not possible to locate the strain gauge at desired location so the compliance 

method was not used. In the literature suggesting the crack closure levels, the material was 

different, and if the material is similar than the loading conditions and size of the specimen 

were different [113, 118, 119, 170]. 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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Fig 4.4: Comparison of experimental and theoretical stress intensity factor range as a function of crack length 

for constant amplitude loading for value of strain hardening exponent n= 6, 8 , 14 at  (a) load ratio R=0.1 (Table 

3-specimens 1, 2, 3) (b)  load ratio R=0.33 (Table 3-specimens 4, 5, 6) (c) load ratio R= 0.5 (Table 3-

specimens7, 8, 9)  (d) combined data of (a), (b) and (c) for comparison (Table 3-specimens 1 to 9) 

Fig 4.4(d) represents the values of experimental and theoretical ∆𝑲𝑰 together with the 

various load ratios at crack lengths of 6.4 mm, 6.7 mm, 7.0 mm and 7.3 mm over a range of 

strain hardening exponents. Fig 4.4(d) suggests that, as the load ratio increases, the value of 

∆𝑲𝑰 from the TSA tends to approach the theoretical values of ∆𝑲𝑰, showing a reduction in the 

closure level. The difference between the values of experimental and theoretical ∆𝑲𝑰 tend to 

decrease at lower value of strain hardening exponent at all load ratios suggesting a reduction 

in the level of crack closure at lower value of strain hardening exponent. It can be concluded 

that the value of strain hardening exponent has a notable influence on crack closure phenomena. 

The value of strain hardening exponent is related to plastic deformation of the material. When 

external load is applied, the dislocations move along slip planes. Dislocations interact with 

each other through their associated stress fields and dislocation movement is also prevented 

(d) 
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due to the presence of barriers such as grain boundaries, sub grain boundaries, secondary 

phases of the material or the presence of other dislocations. This leads to pile ups of 

dislocations, which limit the further generation and movement of dislocations and ultimately 

the material fails. As a result of these dislocations, the stress required to deform the specimen 

increases. At a higher value of strain hardening exponent, more stress is required to deform this 

material resulting in the higher values of ∆𝑲𝑰. (𝑲 = 𝝈∞√𝝅𝒂) leading to significant crack 

closure. The current experiments prove that the value of strain hardening exponent significantly 

affects the crack closure phenomena. 

The experimental data in Fig 4.5 was obtained from specimens 11, 12 and 13 listed in 

Table 3 to which the most aggressive overload of 50% was applied for 10 cycles at a crack 

length of 6.7 mm. It is possible to find out plastic zone area by straight forward evaluation of 

TSA images. To identify the effect of overload on plastic zone area, the area was also plotted 

alogwith the  ∆𝑲𝑰. Prior to the overload the values of ∆𝑲𝑰 was relatively stable. Upon 

application of the overload, ∆𝑲𝑰 rapidly decreased to a minimum value, and then increases 

gradually. It is important to notice that once the value of ∆𝑲𝑰 decreases, it did not increase with 

the same rate of decrease, but on the contrary increases slowly after some crack growth. It is 

suggested that, the first cycle of overload induces the enlarged plastic zone and this enlarged 

plastic zone shields any further enlargement of the crack tip plastic zone from the remaining 

overload cycles (9 cycles). It has been established that the crack closure is governed by the 

crack tip plasticity [207] and an increase in the crack tip plastic zone size due to the application 

of an overload would intensify the effect of plasticity-induced crack closure.  As the crack 

grows into the compressive residual stress field formed by the overload cycle it encounters 

increased levels of plasticity. This increased residual wake of plastic deformation on the crack 

flanks causes the crack to shut at higher load. This results in a gradual increase in the value 

of ∆𝑲𝑰. As the crack grows outside the zone of largest plastic deformation, ∆𝑲𝑰 gradually 
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approaches its pre-event value. It has been demonstrated that the largest residual compressive 

stresses occur in the immediate vicinity of the crack tip resulting in an instantaneous retardation 

[44] which is in accordance with the experimental observations in Fig 4.5. It has been 

concluded that the plasticity induced crack closure is the main mechanism causing retardation 

in all three materials.  

 
Fig 4.5: Plastic zone area and experimental stress intensity factor range as a function of crack length for 50% 

overload (specimen 10,11,12 from Table 3) for value of strain hardening exponent n= 6, 8, 14 

Fig 4.6 shows the theoretical radius of plastic zone without overload along with the 

experimental measurement of plastic zone radius and area for the 50% overload case. The 

values from experiments for both radius and area of the plastic zone exhibit a large step when 

the overload is applied for all three value of strain hardening exponent. The values for both the 

radius and area return to the approximate pre-event values after some additional crack growth.  
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Fig 4.6: Plastic zone area and radius as a function of crack length for 50% overload (specimen 10,11,12 from 

Table 3) for value of strain hardening exponent n= 6, 8, 14 

Fig 4.7 and Fig 4.8 reveal the effect of the value of strain hardening exponent on  the 

stress intensity factor range ∆𝑲𝑰 after the application of 50% and 10% overloads respectively. 

The numbers 1 to 4 in Fig 4.7 indicate the crack length increasing from 6.6 mm to 7.3 mm 

indicating the crack length at normal crack growth, after the application of overload, within 

overload and after resuming the pre-event crack growth respectively. It is evident from the Fig 

4.7 that at higher value of strain hardening exponent (n=6) the difference of ∆𝑲𝑰 between the 

point 4 and 2 is higher and it starts decreasing for lower value of strain hardening exponent. 

The similar trend is visible in Fig 4.8 but the difference of ∆𝑲𝑰 is less compared to 50% 

overload case (Fig 37). Fig 4.9 shows a comparison of the effect of % overload on the values 

of ∆𝑲𝑰 at various values of strain hardening exponent. It can be observed that ∆𝑲𝑰 decreases 

more rapidly after a 50% overload at n=6 than for n=14. There is significant reduction in ∆𝑲𝑰 

after a 10% overload for higher value of strain hardening exponent however the reduction in 

∆𝑲𝑰 at low value of strain hardening exponent is not substantial but still noticeable. Fig 4.7 to 

4.9 support the conclusion that, at a higher value of strain hardening exponent (n=6), the 
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decrease in ∆𝑲𝑰 is more significant than that for the lower value of strain hardening exponent 

(n=14). 

 
Fig 4.7: Stress intensity factor range ∆𝑲𝑰 as a function of crack length subjected to 50% overload (specimen 10, 

11, 12 from Table 3) for value of strain hardening exponent 6, 8 and 14. Numbers 1 to 4 represents the crack 

length in ascending order 

 

 
Fig 4.8: Stress intensity factor range ∆𝑲𝑰 as a function of crack length subjected to 10% overload (specimen 13, 

14, 15 from Table 3) for value of strain hardening exponent 6, 8 and 14 
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Fig 4.9: Stress intensity factor range ∆𝑲𝑰 as a function of crack length subjected to 50% and 10% overload 

(specimen 10 to 15 from Table 3) for value of strain hardening exponent 6, 8 and 14  

Fig 4.10 displays % increase in plastic zone, % decrease in value of ∆𝑲𝑰 at different value of 

strain hardening exponent. Fig 4.10 indicates that after the application of a 10% overload, ∆𝑲𝑰 

decreases by 17%, 10% and 8% while after 50% overload, ∆𝑲𝑰 decreases by 28%, 19% and 

12% for value of strain hardening exponent of 6, 8 and 14 respectively. Also, the area of the 

plastic zone increases by 33%, 21% and 15% after the application of a 10% overload compared 

to 57%, 36% and 25% after application of a 50% overload at values of n of 6, 8 and 14 

respectively. By comparison, the % decrease in the ∆𝑲𝑰 is almost half the % increase in the 

area of plastic zone for all value of strain hardening exponent. Fig 4.11 displays the crack 

growth retardation after the application of a 50% and 10% overload for various values of strain 

hardening exponent. It is evident from the figure that crack growth retardation is higher for 

higher value of strain hardening exponent at higher overload (50%). Fig 4.5 to 4.11 suggests 

that the decrease in the values of ∆𝑲𝑰 and increase in the size of plastic zone area and radius is 

proportinal to the % overload.  
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Fig 4.10: % increase in plastic zone area and % decrease in ∆𝑲𝑰 after application of 50% and 10% overloads at 

various values of strain hardening exponent (specimen 10 to 15 from Table 3)  

Crack Growth retardation 

Crack closure is known to cause crack growth retardation. Following an overload, a retardation 

process occurs as the crack propagates through the plastic zone produced by the overload. Fig 

4.11 represents the crack growth curve for specimen 10. The curve has clearly visible three 

portions, crack growth- before, during and after overload. A straight line was fitted to the 

portion of the crack growth curve immediately prior to the application of the overload as shown 

in Fig 4.11 and a parallel line was fitted to the post-overload data in order to identify the cycle 

(≈11000) at which the crack growth rate returned to its pre-event value. The gap between these 

parallel lines indicated the period of crack retardation, which corresponds to about 0.4 mm of 

crack growth (≈2500 cycles). The crack growth retardation for all specimens in Fig 4.12 has 

been calculated in similar manner. 
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Fig 4.11: Crack growth curves for specimen 10 subjected to a 50% overload with data before and after the 

application of the overload fitted with trend lines to highlight crack growth retardation. 
 

 
Fig 4.12: Crack growth retardation after the application of 50% and 10% overload for n= 6, 8 , 14 (specimen 10 

to 15 from Table 3)  

Fig 4.12 displays the crack growth retardation after the application of a 50% and 10% 

overload for various values of  strain hardening exponent. It is evident from the figure that 

crack growth retardation is higher for higher value of strain hardening exponent at higher 

overload (50%). It can be concluded that the value of strain hardening exponent plays a major 
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role on size of the plastic zone, values of ∆𝑲𝑰 and crack growth retardation demonstrating that 

it is an important material parameter.  

4.2 Backscattered Electron Image Analysis (BSEIA) 

CT specimens of pure Titanium manufactured based to BS-ISO 12108:2012 standard as shown 

in Fig 3.3 were employed for the fatigue experiments. One side of a specimen was prepared 

metallographically i.e. by grinding, polishing and electropolishing to observe under the SEM 

while on the other side thin black matt paint was applied in order to record data for TSA 

experiments. The specimens were loaded in a uniaxial INSTRON ELECTROPULSE-E3000 

loading frame with a mean load of 526 N at 0.33 load ratio at a frequency of 20 Hz. The crack 

was initiated from the notch and TSA data were collected after the crack growth of 3.0 mm on 

one side of the specimen followed by observation in the SEM and BSE image capturing on the 

other side after completion of each experiment. Four different specimens were tested using the 

parameters provided in Table 4. 

Table 4: Fatigue test parameters and numbers of BSE images captured to charecterise the plastic zone at various 

locationa of crack growth 

Specimen Overload (% 

of amplitude) 

crack length at which 

experiment ended to 

collect BSE images  

Location of BSE 

images captured 

Number of 

BSE images 

captured 

CT1 No  6.6 mm Before overload 13 x 13 

CT2 50% 6.8 mm At overload 13 x 15 

CT3 50% 7.0 mm Within overload 13 x 15 

CT4 50% 7.2 mm Beyond overload when 

crack growth rate 

returned to pre-event 

value 

13 x 15 
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The TSA observation of plastic zone of the fatigue cracks were at the macro scale, while 

BSEIA technique was employed to observe the same zone at the micro scale. Yang et al. 

applied this technique to identify a plastic strain map for a fatigue crack of length of 5.88 mm 

subject to constant amplitude loading in 2011 [144]. In the current project, the same idea has 

carried forward to analyse the plastic zone of a fatigue cracks subjected to overload. To capture 

the BSE images for a particular crack length, the specimen needs to be unloaded, if the same 

specimen is loaded again, the crack path, crack growth, stress intensity factors and residual 

plasticity will not be same as a specimen which was constantly loaded without interruption. 

So, four identical specimens were prepared. For the first to fourth specimen, the experiment 

was stopped at crack lengths of 6.6 mm (before overload), 6.8 mm (after application of 

overload), 7.0 mm (within the overload), 7.2 mm (beyond the overload effect is vanished and 

crack growth resumed its predicted path) respectively. After the fatigue loading all 4 specimens 

were observed in the FE-SEM to capture the BSE images. Fig 4.13 shows the schematic of 

array of images of 115 x 115 m around the crack tip consisting of 15 x 13 (195 in total ) 

images at a centre to centre distance of 171 m. 

 
Fig 4.13: A schematic of the array of images around the crack tip. Each square is 115 x 115 m with a centre-to-

centre sacing of 171 m 
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Fig 4.14 shows the upper half of the array of BSE images surrounding the fatigue crack 

in specimen CT2. The BSE images were collected at an instrument magnification of 500x 

(equivalent to 3 pixels per µm) using a Jeol FE-SEM 7001 scanning electron microscope 

(Plymouth University, UK) so that each image was 115 × 115 m with a centre-to-centre 

distance of 171 m. Figure 4.14 reveals a gradual change in the sharpness of the BSE images 

with distance from the crack tip. At large distances from the crack tip, e.g. at position 15A-15G 

in figure 4.14, the images display sharp, well-defined features, allowing easy identification of 

the individual grains, which tend to exhibit uniform brightness levels that are distinctly 

different to their neighbours. Images acquired closer to the crack tip show a significant 

variation in brightness within the grains, making the individual grains less apparent and the 

overall image less sharp. This is a result of significant crystal rotations and residual plastic 

strain within these grain patches. Grain boundary edges, slip lines and secondary grain 

boundary cracks are visible in the grains close to the fatigue crack as shown in Fig 4.15 A 

specially written MATLAB program was employed to find FWHM of all the images as 

mentioned in previous section. In order to quantify the changes in image characteristics, a 

calibration curve from Fig 3.20 was used to estimate the % strain of the BSE images. 
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Fig 4.14: Upper half of the array of BSE images surrounding the crack tip at a 

centre-to-centre distance of 171 µm. Images surrounding the crack tip region 

shows more lattice distortion indicating higher residual plastic deformation 
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Fig 4.15: Clearly visible grain boundaries, secondary cracks and slip lines on BSE image 

The results shown in Fig 4.16 are the map of residual plastic strain in which each 

coloured tile represents an average residual plastic strain. Fig 4.16(a), shows an area of high 

strain extending about 1.1 mm ahead of the crack and about 0.7 mm on both sides of the crack. 

It is important to note that there were 13 x 13 BSE images collected for specimen CT1(Fig 

4.16(a)) but to compare it with rest of the specimens, additional columns were inserted (line 14 

and 15) as shown by the black colour (not BSE images). The plastic strain in Fig 4.16 (a-d) 

exhibits a value of around 20% in the crack wake and at the crack tip, which decreases 

dramatically with distance from the crack tip. Fig 4.16 clearly reveals the decay in the local 

plastic strain distribution with distance from the crack tip, which is to be expected from 

traditional fracture mechanics models. In addition, significant scatter is seen in the strain levels 

within this decaying plastic zone. This scatter is because of the material heterogeneity that 

arises from the inter-granular variations in material morphology. Some scatter may arise from 

measurement uncertainties such as, change in brightness, contrast, magnification etc. but they 

are negligible. The plastic zone size estimated using TSA experiment has been superimposed 

on each map as a white line. The comparison of the crack tip plastic zones determined from the 
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TSA and BSEIA shows good agreement. The plastic zone size found using the BSEIA 

technique is sensitive to the percentage overload as can be seen in Fig 4.16(b). Immediately 

after a 50% overload for 10 cycles the plastic zone area calculated from BSEIA increased by 

60% at crack length of 6.8 mm compared to crack length of 6.6 mm. (calculated by counting 

the number of patches having higher than 6% plastic strain) while the plastic zone area found 

from TSA data exhibits an increase of 57% which shows an excellent agreement between the 

techniques. It is known that the minimum plastic strain in a plastic zone is much smaller than 

6% (especially at the border between plastic zone and elastically deformed material). In the 

current technique, various BSE images were plotted which are not overlapping so it is difficult 

to exactly evaluate the boundary. Most of the BSE images shows some extent of deformation 

and hence the strain. Observation of all four plastic strain maps shows a sudden change in 

plasticity from 6% to 0-2% in the array of the BSE images.  This sudden change in plasticity 

values were taken in to consideration to determine the plastic zone size. This observation is 

consistence with Yang et al.’s plastic strain map where the plastic zone size is confined to the 

region where plasticity changes suddenly from high to low value [144]. The observation of 

strain map reveals that, far from the crack, the BSE images shows around 2% deformation 

which raises around 6% in the next image as we move from right to left in opposite direction 

to crack growth, e.g. Fig 4.16 (a) image 10D-10K and 11D-11K, Fig 4.16(b) 13B-13J and 14B-

14J etc. So to determine the area of the plastic zone the images with higher than 6% plastic 

strain were selected. It can be observed from Fig 4.16(c) that after the application of an overload 

the area of the plastic zone starts decreasing until it reaches the pre-event value predicted by 

theory.  

The plastic zone found from the TSA data is smaller than that determined from the 

BSEIA technique, but of the same order of magnitude with its boundary in the direction 

perpendicular to crack growth corresponding to 6-8% plastic strain measured from the BSE 
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images. Ahead of the crack, the boundary of the plastic zone found from the TSA data 

corresponds to 8-9% plastic strain evaluated from the BSE images.  

 
Fig 4.16: Plastic strain map surrounding the fatigue crack tip together with the thermoelastic stress analysis 

(white line) at crack lengths of (a) 6.6 mm - before applying overload (b) 6.8 mm - after application of overload 

(c) 7.0 mm - within the region where overload effect is prevailed (d) 7.2 mm – overload effect is vanished where 

plastic zone resumed pre-event crack growth predicted from theory. The colour bar represents the residual 

plastic strain in % 

There is a difference in results from both the techniques as both experimental 

techniques are based on different physical principles. The TSA data is based on identifying the 

region, in which the generation of heat by dislocation movement is sufficiently large to cause 

adiabatic conditions to be lost, i.e. a heat transfer occurs during fatigue loading. A higher 

density of dislocations will generate a larger heat transfer, which was detected as a phase 

difference. The data from the BSE images are based on detecting the disruption of the grains 

by the residual dislocations resulting from plastic deformation which will not disappear when 
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the load is removed however; the removal of the load causes some reverse plasticity as a 

consequence of compatibility requirements between the crack tip plastic zone and the 

surrounding elastic region. This reverse plasticity influences the measurement of the plastic 

strain in the region closest to the crack tip but would not affect the maximum extent of plasticity 

detected as can be observed in Fig 4.16. Further exploration of Fig 4.16(a-d) suggests that the 

plastic zone boundaries achieved using BSE images are mostly symmetrical in the direction 

perpendicular to the crack length i.e. the plastic zone extent in BSE images 1to15A-G is same 

as the 1to15G-M. The % strain is surely different in all the images but the extent of plasticity 

is same on both the sides perpendicular to the crack length. So, it was proposed to capture only 

one half of the BSE images (either 1to15A-G or 1to15G-M) instead of capturing entire batch 

of BSE images surrounding the crack tip. This would reduce considerable labour, time and 

microscope usage expenditure for future studies. In the current study, two days were required 

to capture BSE images for one specimen so in total eight days for four specimens that could be 

shortened to only four days if the suggestion of capturing only half of the BSE images 

implemented. 

 
Fig 4.17: Comparison of theoretical radius of plastic zone along the crack length obtained using Irwin and 

Dugdale criteria together with the experimental radius of plastic zone along and across the crack length obtained 

from TSA and BSEIA techniques 
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Fig 4.17 compares the theoretical (according to Irwin and Dugdale approach) plastic zone 

radius with the experimental plastic zone radius obtained from TSA and BSEIA techniques for 

4 specimens defined in Table 4. It is evident from the Fig 4.17 that the value of the experimental 

radius of the plastic zone perpendicular to the crack growth found from the TSA data is in 

between the values of plastic zone perpendicular and parallel to the crack growth found using 

the BSEIA technique. All three values are nearly similar and exhibit very good agreement with 

the theoretical radius of plastic zone calculated using Dugdale’s approach. Fig 4.17 reveals that 

there is an excellent agreement between the extent of the plastic zone parallel to the crack 

growth direction found using TSA measurements and the value estimated using Irwin’s 

approach and excellent agreement between the size of the plastic zone perpendicular to the 

direction of crack growth found using the TSA technique and the value estimated using 

Dugdale’s approach. Although this level of agreement is encouraging, it should be noted that 

theoretical expressions are based on the continuum principles of linear elastic fracture 

mechanics, which take no account of dislocation distribution or movement, or how these will 

be affected by local grain structure and orientation variations. In short, the presence of plasticity 

is not accounted for in theory so the difference between the experimental and theoretical plastic 

zone radius are reasonable. 

It was assumed that the DFT calibration associated with tensile test would be similar to 

the fatigue test i.e. irrespective of two strain paths. In the present work two strain paths are 

considerably different, i.e., a uniaxial strain distribution with measurements taken during 

monotonic loading compared to a tri-axial strain distribution at the crack tip induced by high-

cycle fatigue with measurements taken after loading.  Previous studies [212, 213] indicate that 

fatigue specimens can be expected to have a higher dislocation density for an equivalent strain 
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level than uniaxial tension specimens.  Thus, the strain deduced for the fatigue sample based 

on the calibration using the uniaxial sample, might be an over-estimate of the actual strain to 

some small extent.  The data from the BSE images is based on detecting the disruption of the 

grains by the geometrically necessary dislocations required for plastic deformation.  This 

disruption will not disappear when the load is removed, as was necessary for the observations 

in the SEM; however, the removal of the load could have caused some reverse plasticity 

because of compatibility requirements between the crack tip plastic zone and the surrounding 

elastic region.  This reverse plasticity could have influenced the measurement of the plastic 

strain in the region closest to the crack tip but would not affect the maximum extent of plasticity 

detected. 

Crack tip plasticity has been established as a cause of crack closure and an increase in 

the crack tip plastic zone size due to the application of an overload would intensify the effect 

of plasticity-induced shielding of the crack tip and crack closure as can be observed in Fig 4.16 

(b) and (c). The BSEIA technique shows the sensitivity to the overload and hence has a great 

potential in identifying the role of crack tip plastic zone in crack closure and plasticity-induced 

shielding.   

 

4.2.1 Application of BSEIA technique to other materials 

The BSEIA study was expanded to use the technique for the Al 2024-T3 and Al 6061-T6 

materials used in present research. The mechanical polishing and electropolishing techniques 

were developed suitable to both the materials.  
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Fig 4.18: BSE images of Al 2024-T3 and Al 6061-T6 at x500 magnification  

Fig 4.18 shows BSE images from Al2024-T3 and Al 6061-T6, in which grain boundaries are 

not visible. One of the reason could be the atomic number and it also depends on the settings 

of the SEM (e.g. the voltage). In general, the BSE signals can be obtained from 2 distinct 

phenomena: (1) atomic number contrast, in which the composition determines the image 

contrast, and (2) orientation contrast, in which the crystal structure of the material determines 

image contrast.  There is also Electron Channelling Patterns, which are unique to a particular 

crystal orientation, but their usage is more complicated and is not be relevant to the current 

research. To obtain better images, various settings on SEM were tried such as working distance, 

current, voltage, contrast and brightness. The production efficiency for backscattered electrons 

is proportional to the material’s atomic number, which results in the image contrast being a 

function of composition. The atomic number of Aluminium (13) is lower than the Titanium 

(22). As a result, the BSE detector is not able to generate visible contrast to identify clear grain 

boundaries. Al 2024-T3 and Al 6061-T6 are alloyed with Cu, Mn, Cr and Zn (additionally Al 

2024-T3 has Ni) whose atomic number is higher so a few grain boundaries are faintly visible 

where these alloys are located. The observation of BSE images from Fig 4.17 also revealed 

that there was large number of black spots on both the images which resembled holes in the 

metal.  
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Fig 4.19: SEM images at same location of specimen captured using various detectors 

To analyse it further, three images from different detectors namely Secondary Electron 

Images (SEI), Backscattered Electron Contrast (BEC) and Backscattered Electron Topography 

(BET) images were captured at the same location as shown in Fig 4.19. The BET image 

revealed that the black spots are etch pits introduced due to electropolishing of the specimen. 

To confirm the same, another technique called Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS 

or EDX) was used for elemental analysis of the sample as shown in Fig 4.20. A peak of Mg 

was detected in the elemental analysis on all three etch pits confirming the presence of the 

metal. 

 

Fig 4.20: Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS/EDX) results revealed the presence of Mg on black spots 
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The etch pits are generated due to removal of precipitates and dislocations during 

electropolishing of specimen which can be explained by using Fig 4.21. Electropolishing 

removes a thin layer of material from the surface by means of anodic dissolution that will 

remove impurities, particles, structural defects etc. However, depending on the size of defects 

or the precipitates electropolishing may introduce well developed etch pits at the intersection 

points of dislocations, at the intersection line of grain boundaries and stacking faults with the 

surface as shown in Fig 4.20. The locations from where the precipitates have been removed are 

visible as shallow pits with varying size, depending on the size of the precipitate. 

 
Fig 4.21: A schematic of specimen surface showing various defects before electropolishing (top 

image) and after electropolishing (bottom image) [208] 

A similar phenomenon might have prevailed during the electropolishing of Al 2024-T3 

and Al 6061-T6 resulting in etch pits. The Aluminium alloys do not reveal clear grain 

boundaries so it is not possible to find a distinct profile after applying the DFT to BSE images 

which results in very similar FWHM for all the images. Also, the etch pits will contribute to 

the profile of the DFT of the BSE images give artificially higher FWHM so it was decided to 

change the parameters of electropolishing such as voltage and time. When the time of 

electropolishing was increased, the specimen showed a distinct colour of electrolytes on surface 
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probably due to over-electropolishing and there was no significant decrease in etch pits. The 

change in voltage resulted in decreased number of etch pits but they were present in all images. 

The BSE images without etch pits were not achieved. Considering the restricted time and 

resources this technique was left for future investigation. 

4.2.2 Recognition of plasticity from backscattered electron images using texture features 

BSE images have useful information embedded in at the micro scale. The image processing 

and pattern recognition tools are very effective to analyse these images and offer great 

potential. In the previous section the plastic strain map was constructed by finding the FWHM 

of the DFT of BSE images. Yang et al. characterised residual plasticity using the features of 

the Fourier transform of Back-Scattered Electron (BSE) images on commercially pure 

Titanium Compact Tension (CT) specimen [144]. The same BSE images from Yang et al. were 

processed further to analyse the crack tip plasticity using the statistical information of BSE 

images. Fig 4.22(a) represents the results obtained by Yang et al. The top- image represents the 

calibration curve at six loading increments between 0% and 22% engineering strain levels from 

an in-situ tensile test [144]. For each strain level, six BSE images were acquired in a rectangular 

array in the middle of the specimen resulting 36 images in total. The bottom image represents 

the plastic strain map around the crack tip together with the TSA data (white line) and estimates 

of plastic zone size based on approaches of Dugdale (green line) and Irwin (blue line) criteria 

plotted by Yang et al [144]. 

In addition to Yang’s approach, a number of image analysis techniques have been 

employed for quantifying plastic deformation in metals based on BSE images. It is found that 

some texture features correlate well with the level of plastic strain. In particular, statistical 

information of image, such as (a) standard deviation of the image and (b) histogram of the 

image,  
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Standard deviation is the measure to quantify the amount of variation or scatter in a set 

of data. A low standard deviation indicates that the data points tend to be close to the average 

of the set, while high standard deviation indicates that the data points are spread out over a 

wider range of values. The grains in BSE images within the elastic region shows even 

brightness and contrast and so the value of standard deviation of these BSE images are low 

representing that the each individual grain has values close to the average value of entire set of 

data. On contrary, within the plastic region, the accumulation of dislocations, distorted grain 

boundaries and significant local crystal rotations results in a remarkable variation in brightness 

and contrast. These lead to a high value of standard deviation in the BSE image. To confirm 

the same, the value of standard deviation of all BSE images were found using the MATLAB 

‘std(2)’ function. Where standard deviation, 

                                                      𝒔 =  (
𝟏

𝒎−𝟏
∑ (𝒙𝒊
𝒏
𝒊=𝟏 − �̅�)𝟐)

𝟏/𝟐

                                         [4.4] 

�̅� =  
𝟏

𝒎
∑𝒙𝒊

𝒏

𝒊=𝟏

 

where, 𝒔 is the standard deviation of data vector 𝑿 and 𝒎 is the number of elements in the data 

set. Fig 4.22(b) shows the calibration curve (top image) and the plastic strain map (bottom 

image) surrounding the fatigue crack plotted by finding the standard deviation of BSE images.  

 Histogram of the image calculates the pixel intensity values of the image. The 

histogram is a graph showing the number of pixels in an image at each different intensity value. 

The values of histogram would be different for the images within the plastic and elastic region 

due to the aforementioned reasons. Fig 4.22(c) shows the calibration curve (left image) and the 

plastic strain map (right image) surrounding the fatigue crack plotted by finding the maximum 

histogram number of BSE images. 
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Fig 4.22: Calibration curve and relevant Plastic strain map surrounding the fatigue crack tip together with the 

radius of plastic zone found using Irwin (white line) and Dugdale (green line) approach (a) found using FWHM 

of DFT of BSE image [144] (b) found using standard deviation of BSE images (c) found using maximum 

histogram number of BSE images  

It is apparent from the calibration curves (Fig 4.22(b) top image and 4.22(c) left image) 

that the values of standard deviation and histogram are sensitive to strain increment. However, 

the amount of sensitivity is not enough to identify the plastic zone in the array of BSE images 

surrounding the fatigue crack tip. For example, Fig 4.22(b) suggests that the regions 
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surrounding the crack has higher plastic strain yet the colormap scale indicates that the most of 

the images from the array are plastically deformed and have higher than 14% strain which is 

not supported by previous research by Yang et al. Fig 4.22(c) suggests that, the plastic strain 

ahead of the crack in 10-13H BSE images is less than 5% suggesting the elastic plastic 

boundary however the next two BSE images-14-15H have higher than 15% plasticity which is 

not consistent with previous research. Comparison of all three Figures of 4.22(a) to (c) indicates 

that there is disagreement between the radius of plastic zone obtained by image analysis 

technique and previous research by Yang et al. [144]. So it was concluded that the texture 

descriptors are not suitable to characterise the plastic zone. However, there are other texture 

features techniques such as image entropy analysis and edge detection algorithms should be 

explored further in order to quantify the elastic-plastic boundary. The evaluation of BSE 

images using texture features is very simplistic and less time consuming moreover no 

MATLAB programming is required as they are in-built MATLAB functions. 

4.2.3 Nomarski Interference contrast microscopy (NIC) 

The BSEIA technique was successfully employed for constant loading and during overload 

condition to quantify the plastic strain map surrounding the fatigue crack tip for pure Titanium. 

However, access to FE-SEM microscope is not available to many research institutions. Fig 

4.23 shows a ZEISS inverted Nomarski Interference Contrast microscope.   

 
Fig 4.23: ZEISS Nomarski Interference Contrast microscope (University of Liverpool) 
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Fig 4.24: (a) NIC microscope image of a fatigue crack (b) BSE image of the same fatigue crack (c) Enlarged view 

of  NIC image highlighted in blue (d) Enlarged view of BSE image from same location 
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The images captured using the Nomarski Interference Contrast microscope (NIC) resemble the 

BSE images captured using the FE-SEM for the same specimen at the same location as shown 

in Fig 4.24. Fig 4.24 (c) and 4.24 (d) are the enlarged region of Fig 4.24(a) and (b) respectively 

highlighted by blue box. The image in Fig 4.24(a) was capture using the NIC microscope and 

shows clearly visible grain boundaries, slip lines, dislocations and twins. The NIC image is 

sharper than the BSE image. The NIC image explains why some grains in the BSE image are 

darker than the rest of the grains. This is due to dislocations accumulation within the grain that 

makes the appearance of that particular grain dark as indicated by blue arrow in the Fig 4.24(c) 

and (d). The initial results were encouraging however, the NIC image shows some bright edges 

on grain boundaries. These bright grain boundaries are associated with the working principle 

of the Nomarski prism,  

(1) Grain boundaries oriented perpendiculars to the shear axis are much brighter. The 

shear axis is the principal axis of a Nomarski prism. Rotating the specimen to a 

different angle illuminates other grain boundaries which will be perpendicular to 

the shear axis.  

(2) Regions of increasing optical path difference appear much brighter such as surface 

relief, reflection boundaries. 

(3) Some edges have very steep optical gradients due to low-bias retardation values 

which can be reduced by proper adjustment of the Nomarski prism position 

In order to analyse and compare the NIC images with BSE images, several images were 

captured. Fig 4.25(a), (b) and (c) are the BSE images while (d), (e) and (f) are the NIC images. 

Fig 4.25(a), (b), (d) and (e) images are within the plastic region while (c) and (f) are from the 

elastic region away from the crack.  
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Fig 4.25: (a) BSE image surrounding the fatigue crack (b) BSE image ahead of the fatigue crack (c) 

BSE image within the elastic region away from the plastic region (d) NIC image surrounding the 

fatigue crack (e) NIC image ahead of the fatigue crack (f) BSE image within the elastic region away 

from the plastic region 
The FWHM of all three NIC images are in accordance with the BSE images. The value 

of FWHM of NIC images are slightly higher than the BSE images, this could be due to bright 

grain boundaries in NIC images.  

In order to depict all grains with a maximum contrast and minimum bright light, the 

Circular-Nomarski Interference Contrast (C-NIC) prism was employed which uses circularly 

polarised light in order to vary the image contrast. Fig 4.26 shows 3 images captured employing 

the C-NIC prism and 3 images captured without using the C-NIC prism.   
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Fig 4.26: (a) , (b) , (c) images captured using C-NIC microscope within the elastic region away from 

the plastic region (d), (e), (f) images from the same location as top images captured using NIC 

microscope 

The FWHM of the C-NIC images are lower than for the NIC images and compatible 

with the BSE images. It is concluded that NIC microscopy with a C-NIC prism could identify 

the crack tip plasticity in a similar way to the BSEIA technique. The cost to install and run the 

C-NIC microscope is considerably less than a FEG-SEM. Also, the time required to capture 

the images is notably reduced for the C-NIC microscope than capturing BSE images using FE-

SEM. An automatic image acquisition system is also available with the C-NIC at some 

additional cost.  

In conclusion, the initial results from C-NIC microscope are encouraging as the FWHM 

of BSE images and C-NIC microscope images shows the similar trend however,  and it should 

be explored further in order to examine its potential to quantify the plasticity surrounding the 

fatigue crack.  
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Chapter 5 

Characterization of the Plastic Zone 

5.1 Comparison of experimental plastic zone with numerically predicted plastic zone 

from previous research 

For decades, many researchers have made attempts to determine the size and/or shape of the 

plastic zone.  Irwin [17] and Dugdale [18] proposed different models to estimate the plastic 

zone size ahead of the crack in 1957 and 1960 respectively. The plastic zone shapes adopted 

by Irwin and Dugdale models bear little resemblance to the actual plastic zone in metals. Von 

Mises and Tresca obtained a more accurate impression of plastic zone shape by examining the 

yield condition for non-zero angles. However, all these models are usually restricted to elastic 

perfectly plastic materials and do not consider the influence of strain hardening. The behaviour 

of the plastic zone in strain hardening materials under mode I loading were given by 

Hutchinson (1968) and by Rice and Rosengren (1968) and are known as HRR singularities as 

explained earlier [21, 22]. This analysis was extended by Shih for mixed mode loadings in 

1973 [23]. He obtained an elastic-plastic solution for combined mode I and mode II loading of 

fatigue cracks as a function of the value of strain hardening exponent, n and plotted the resultant 

plastic zone contours. The plastic zone contours for small scale yielding under plane stress 

conditions proposed by Hutchinson in 1971 and by Shih in 1973 are shown in Fig 5.1(a) and 

(b) respectively for various values of strain hardening exponent [21, 23].  
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Fig 5.1: Plastic zone boundaries (a) proposed by Hutchinson 1971 (b) proposed by Shih 1973. For small scale 

yielding under plane stress loading for various values of strain hardening exponent 

Fig 5.1 indicates that the plastic zone contours proposed by both of these researchers are 

different in shape and size except for a value of strain hardening exponent of n=1. According 

to Hutchinson’s results, the size of plastic zones are increasing along X and Y axis for 

decreasing value of strain hardening exponent i.e. at n=3 and n=9. Also, the contours resemble 

the shape of the kidney or cardiac. However, according to Shih, as illustrated in Fig 5.1(b), for 

decreasing value of strain hardening exponent of n=3 to n=25, the size of the plastic zone starts 

decreasing on Y-axis and eventually becomes circular for all value of strain hardening exponent 

higher than 13. To evaluate this further, by following Hutchinson’s methodology, the author 

reproduced his results in MATLAB using the following equations. According to Hutchinson, 

the crack tip stress field for a strain hardened material can be expressed by [21], 

                                             𝝈𝒆 = 𝑲𝒓𝒔−𝟐(𝝈𝒓𝒓
𝟐 + 𝝈𝜽𝜽

𝟐 − 𝝈𝒓𝒓𝝈𝜽𝜽 + 𝟑𝝈𝒓𝜽
𝟐 )𝟏/𝟐                       [5.1] 

Where,  

                                                            𝝈𝒓𝒓 = 𝒔∅ + ∅̈                                                            [5.2] 

                                                            𝝈𝜽𝜽 = (𝒔 − 𝟏)∅                                                        [5.3] 

                                                            𝝈𝒓𝜽 = (𝟏 − 𝒔)∅̇                                                         [5.4] 
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                                                                     𝒔 =
𝟐𝒏+𝟏

𝒏+𝟏
                                                           [5.5] 

                                                           ∅ = 𝐜𝐨𝐬
𝜽

𝟐
+

𝟏

𝟑
𝐜𝐨𝐬

𝟑𝜽

𝟐
                                                  [5.6] 

The plots in Fig 5.2(a) were produced by solving these equations. Fig 5.2(b) shows 

Hutchinson’s plastic zone contours together with those the author obtained by following 

Hutchinson’s methodology. The plastic zone contours from both are similar yet there is minor 

mismatch at some locations this might be due to the fact that the plots by Hutchinson are plotted 

in 1973 without the help of any advanced software so, the minor deviations in plots are 

acceptable. 

 
Fig 5.2: Plastic zone boundaries (a) plotted by author following Hutchinson’s methodology 1971 (b) Author’s 

plot superimposed on Hutchinson’s plastic zone 

It was not possible to reproduce Shih’s results as he obtained his results using a 

specially written numerical programme. Also, the methodology he used was not clearly 

described in his thesis [23].  

The plastic zone contours proposed by Hutchinson and Shih have never been 

demonstrated and validated experimentally, even though numerous studies using analytical and 

numerical approaches have been carried out. Hence, in the current project, the experimental 

plastic zone contours were obtained using the TSA technique for a range of strain hardening 
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exponents. Fig 5.3 shows the experimental plastic zone contours for strain hardening exponent 

value of 6, 8 and 14 at various crack lengths. It is evident from the Fig 5.3 that the plastic zone 

shape does not become circular for any value of strain hardening exponent. However this is 

contrary to the predictions of Shih. In addition to that, the plastic zone extends further in Y-

direction with each decrease in value of strain hardening exponent from 6 through 8 to 14. This 

finding is consistent with findings of Hutchinson. It is concluded that experimental results do 

not validate Shih’s predictions but they are in accordance with Hutchinson’s solution.  

 
Fig 5.3: Experimental plastic zone contours obtained from TSA data at range of strain hardening exponents at 

various crack lengths 

5.2 Characterising plastic zone using a quartic curve 

There were several fatigue experiments performed as listed in Table 3 with varying load ratios 

at constant amplitude loading and during overloads for each material. Plastic zone contours 

were plotted for all these experiments. The resulting plastic zones showed a similar trend of 

increasing the plastic zone size in both x and y directions for decreasing levels of strain 
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hardening as obtained in Fig 5.3. The plastic zone contours for the 10% overload case for 

specimens 13, 14 and 15 are displayed in Fig 5.4.    

 
Fig 5.4: Plastic zone contours for crack lengths from 6.4 mm to 7.9 mm with 0.1 mm increment. 10% 

overload applied after 6.7 mm crack length at various values of strain hardening exponent (a) Titanium, 

n=6 (b) Al 2024-T3, n=8 (c) Al 6061-T6, n=14 

It is obvious from Fig 5.4 that plastic zone contours are neither circular, as predicted by 

Irwin and Shih, nor like a strip as assumed by Dugdale. All previous research findings are 

based on finding the plastic zone radius parallel to the direction of crack growth nevertheless 

there is no research on modelling the plastic zone perpendicular to the direction of crack growth 

calculating the area of plastic zone. The radius of the plastic zone refers to a circle or a circular 

arc which is an inappropriate shape to describe the plastic zone.  
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Fig 5.5: Top image: Plastic zone contours for different modes of loading during plane stress and plane strain 

conditions. Bottom image: The three modes of loading (a) Mode I - opening mode (b) Mode II – sliding mode 

(c) Mode III – tearing mode [209] 

Furthermore, the shape of the plastic zone changes during different modes of loading 

depending on plane stress or plane strain condition as shown in Fig 5.5 where plastic zone 

shapes for modes I, II and III are derived on the basis of Von Mises yield criteria [209]. The 

bottom figure indicates three different modes of loading mode I (opening mode), mode II 

(sliding mode) and mode III (tearing mode). The plastic zone shape also changes for different 

thicknesses of specimen as shown in Fig 5.6 which clearly indicates that the plastic zone 

gradually decreases from the plane stress size at the surface to plane strain size in the interior 

of the plate. All of this evidence suggests that the radius of plastic zone is not a reliable measure. 
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Fig 5.6: Through-thickness plastic zone in a plate of intermediate thickness [19].  

Moreover, the plastic zone radius in the direction of crack growth is not similar to the plastic 

zone extent perpendicular to the direction of crack growth. The area of plastic zone has an 

additional advantage compared to the plastic zone radius as it contains the information about 

both shape and size of the plastic zone parallel and perpendicular to the crack growth. It has 

been concluded that the area of plastic zone would be a genuine measure to analyse the fatigue 

crack growth. Therefore it was decided to consider the area of the plastic zone as a reliable 

parameter to characterise the plastic work ahead of the crack tip instead of relying on either the 

size or shape of the plastic zone. As presented in Fig 5.3 and 5.4, the plastic zone size is 

dependent on the value of strain hardening exponent but the shape is independent of the value 

of strain hardening exponent. The shape of the plastic zone resembles the shape of a kidney. 

There are several families of geometric curves such as algebraic, caustic and polar curves. 

Amongst them, two curves that resembles the shape of a kidney are the bean curve (a member 

of the algebraic family of curves) and a cardioid (from polar curve family) as shown in Fig 5.7 

hence it was proposed to model the plastic zone size using these curves in order to find its area. 
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Fig 5.7: Schematic representation of (i) bean curve (ii) cardioid curve [210] 

The algebraic curve is a curve whose equation involves only algebraic functions. These 

functions in their most general form can be written as the sum of a set of polynomials in x 

multiplied by powers of y, which is equal to zero. The bean curve is a plane algebraic quartic 

curve of the fourth degree defined by the equation, 

                                        (𝒂𝒙)𝟒 + (𝒂𝒙)𝟐(𝒃𝒚)𝟐 + (𝒃𝒚)𝟒 = 𝒂𝒙((𝒂𝒙)𝟐 + (𝒃𝒚)𝟐)                    [5.7] 

By substituting Irwin’s plastic zone size equation,  

 𝒓𝒑 =
𝟏

𝝅
[
∆𝑲𝑰

𝝈𝒚
]
𝟐

                                                              [5.8] 

And Dugdale’ plastic zone size equation, 

 𝒓𝒑 =
𝝅

𝟖
[
∆𝑲𝑰

𝝈𝒚
]
𝟐

                                                               [5.9] 

 as ‘a’ and ‘b’ respectively in equation [5.7] , the final equation is, 

                             [5.10] 

The plastic zone predicted using the above equation for a crack length of 6.4 mm for three 

value of strain hardening exponent are shown in Fig 5.8 together with the corresponding 

experimental plastic zone showing a good agreement between them. 

   [
∆𝑲𝑰

𝝈𝒚
]

𝟐

[[𝟖𝟐𝒙𝟐+𝝅𝟒𝒚𝟐]𝟒 − 𝟖𝟐𝝅𝟒𝒙𝟐𝒚𝟐] −  𝟖𝟐𝝅𝟑𝒙[𝟖𝟐𝒙𝟐 − 𝝅𝟐𝒚𝟐] = 𝟎 
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Fig 5.8: Experimental plastic zone (red) together with the plastic zone found using bean curve (blue) 

Similarly, the plastic zone was predicted using the cardioid curve which is a polar curve. 

Cardioid is an epicycloid with one cusp at the origin represented by, 

                                        𝒙 = 𝒂𝒄𝒐𝒔𝜽(𝟏 − 𝒄𝒐𝒔𝜽);     𝒚 = 𝒃𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜽(𝟏 − 𝒄𝒐𝒔𝜽)                    [5.11] 

Substituting equations, [5.8] and [5.9] in equation [5.11], the final equations to define the 

plastic zone are, 

             𝒙 =
𝟏

𝝅
[
∆𝑲𝑰

𝝈𝒚
]
𝟐

𝒄𝒐𝒔𝜽(𝟏 − 𝒄𝒐𝒔𝜽);     𝒚 =
𝝅

𝟖
[
∆𝑲𝑰

𝝈𝒚
]
𝟐

𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜽(𝟏 − 𝒄𝒐𝒔𝜽)      [5.12] 

The plastic zone predicted using the above equations are shown in Fig 5.9 together with the 

corresponding experimental plastic zones. 

 
Fig 5.9: Experimental plastic zones (red) together with the plastic zone obtained using cardioid curve for value 

of strain hardening exponent (a) n=6 (b) n=8 (c) n=14 
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It is evident from the Fig 5.9 that the cardioid curve models the plastic zone radius well ahead 

of the crack but it does not fit well perpendicular to the direction of crack growth. This is due 

to the nature of cardioid curve. This can be explained using Fig 5.10 where cardioid curve is 

shown along with the plastic zone plotted using Irwin (green circle) and Dugdale (red circle) 

criteria. It is clear from the figure that the plastic zone predicted by cardioid matches well with 

the Irwin’s plastic zone along the x-axis. However, in the y-axis, it does not match well with 

the Dugdale plastic zone as the cardioid in y-axis extends beyond the Dugdale’s plastic zone 

as shown by the two horizontal tangents (black line) to the Dugdale plastic zone (red circle). 

Also, the cardioid extends on both the side of the cusp beyond the vertical tangent line to the 

Irwin and Dugdale plastic zone. All these result in an overestimate of the plastic zone area 

hence it was concluded that the cardioid curve is less good for characterizing the plastic zone.  

 
Fig 5.10: The cardioid plastic zone (blue) achieved using equation [6.12] along with the contours of 

plastic zone plotted using Irwin (red circle) and Dugdale (green circle) criteria. The horizontal dashed 

black line denotes the tangents to the Dugdale plastic zone and vertical black line shows the tangents to 

Irwin and Dugdale plastic zone. The cardioid plastic zone extends beyond all three tangents 

overestimating the plastic zone area 

The experimental plastic zones predicted using a bean curve for constant amplitude 

loading for all values of strain hardening exponent considered are presented in Fig 5.11 for 

various crack lengths. It is apparent from the figure that the bean curve has a great potential to 
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model the plastic zone size because there is good agreement between the plastic zone found 

using proposed method and corresponding experimental plastic zone.  

 
Fig 5.11: The plastic zone size abstained using bean curve (blue) superimposed on experimental plastic zones 

(red) for value of strain hardening exponent, n=6, 8 and 14 

Fig 5.12 compares the plastic zone area found experimentally and predicted using the 

bean curve. The experimental data is in close agreement with the plastic zone area calculated 

using the bean curve at all crack lengths. 
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Fig 5.12: Comparison of area of plastic zone found experimentally and using a bean curve at various crack 

lengths for three value of strain hardening exponent at constant amplitude loading 

It is noticeable in Fig 6.12 that the difference of the area of plastic zone between the 

experimentally measured and predicted using a novel method is higher for higher strain 

hardening (n=6) exponent compared to the lower value of strain hardening exponent (n=14). 

This is due to the fact that the plastic zone characterized using a bean curve is dependent on 

Irwin and Dugdale’s estimates of plastic zone radius. These estimates typically assume an 

elastic-perfectly plastic material response. However, in reality, the three materials strain 

hardens and has different value of strain hardening exponent, so the experimental plastic zone 

size is smaller for the material with highest value of strain hardening exponent. As the value of 

material’s strain hardening exponent decreases, its capacity to strain harden decreases resulting 

in less difference between the experimental and predicted plastic zone size compared to higher 

value of strain hardening exponent. It is significant that the novel method is able to detect a 

difference in the plastic zone size for experiments conducted at various values of strain 

hardening exponent. This highlights the potential of the novel method to evaluate the 

phenomenon of plasticity induced crack closure. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions 

The present project was undertaken to characterise the plastic zone of a fatigue crack 

experimentally and numerically at various values of strain hardening exponent. To characterise 

the plastic zone experimentally at the macro scale and micro scale, two techniques 

Thermoelastic Stress Analysis (TSA) and Back Scattered Electron Image Evaluation (BSEIA) 

have been employed. To characterise the plastic zone at a range of strain hardening exponents, 

three varied materials viz. pure Titanium (n= 6), Al 2024-T3 (n= 8), and Al 6061-T6 (n= 14), 

were chosen whose value of strain hardening exponent was calculated experimentally. 

The TSA system was employed to monitor the fatigue experiments on compact tension 

specimens of all three materials to investigate the effect of value of strain hardening exponent 

on plastic zone size and shape and on plasticity-induced crack closure during constant 

amplitude loading and after the application of overload. The experimental plastic zone size and 

shape were determined by applying a binary filter to a phase image obtained from TSA. 

1. Effect of value of strain hardening exponent on plastic zone size  

The comparison of theoretical plastic zone radius and experimental plastic zone radius 

achieved by employing TSA technique showed a good level of agreement between 

them for all value of strain hardening exponent. The experimental results suggests that, 

at a higher value of strain hardening exponent (n=6), the radius of the plastic zone is 

smaller than for a lower value of strain hardening exponent (n=14) for the same crack 

length. The experiments also suggests that the size of plastic zone radius increases 

rapidly at the lower value of strain hardening exponent (n=14) than that at the higher n-
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value (n=6). The value of strain hardening exponent is related to the plastic deformation 

of the material. There is less stress redistribution occurs in the material with higher 

value of strain hardening exponent n, due to pile up of dislocations resulting in the small 

plastic zone size compared to lower value of strain hardening exponent. The 

experimental results support the conclusion that the value of strain hardening exponent 

has a major influence on plastic zone size.  

2. Effect of value of strain hardening exponent on crack closure  

It was found that the values of experimental ∆𝑲𝑰 are less than the theoretical values of 

∆𝑲𝑰 for three load ratios (0.1, 0.33, 0.5) suggesting the presence of crack closure. 

However, the level of crack closure was different in all three materials with different 

value of strain hardening exponent. It has been observed that, at lower value of strain 

hardening exponent, the difference between the values of experimental and theoretical 

∆𝑲𝑰 is less compared to that for the higher value of strain hardening exponent which 

suggests that the value of strain hardening exponent influences the extent of crack 

closure. As the load ratio increases, the values of experimental ∆𝑲𝑰 tend to approach 

the theoretically predicted values of ∆𝑲𝑰 suggesting that there is a reduction on crack 

closure level and this reduction is associated with the value of strain hardening exponent 

i.e. higher the value of strain hardening exponent, lower the reduction in crack closure 

level. These experimental evidence leads to a conclusion that the value of strain 

hardening exponent has a notable influence on crack closure phenomena. 

 

3. Effect of value of strain hardening exponent on overload  

Overloads were applied to a series of specimens while the plastic zone size and stress 

intensity factor were monitored using the data from TSA system. After an overload had 

been applied, the plastic zone size was larger, ∆𝑲𝑰 smaller and the growth was slowed 
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and it was observed that these changes were proportional to the applied overloads. Also, 

at a higher value of strain hardening exponent, the decrease in ∆𝑲𝑰 is more significant 

than that for the lower value of strain hardening exponent. As the crack propagated 

through the enlarged plastic zone, the area of crack tip plastic zone reduced while the 

∆𝑲𝑰 values and the growth rate increased and returned to approximately the pre-event 

values when the post-overload growth equalled the plastic radius at the overload. The 

crack growth retardation was higher for higher value of strain hardening exponent at a 

higher overload. All these support the conclusion that the value of strain hardening 

exponent plays a major role on size of the plastic zone, values of ∆𝑲𝑰 and crack growth 

retardation demonstrating that it is an important material parameter. 

4. Experimental characterisation of plastic zone at micro-scale using a Back 

Scattered Electron Image Evaluation (BSEIA) technique  

The plastic strain around a fatigue crack subjected to overload in pure Titanium 

compact tension specimen has been evaluated by employing a Back Scattered Electron 

Image Evaluation (BSEIA) technique based on using the discrete Fourier transform to 

analyse the structure of Back Scattered Electron (BSE) images. The full-width at half 

maximum of the magnitude of the Discrete- Fourier Transform (DFT) of the BSE 

images was used as a measure of the level of plasticity based on the distortion of grains 

caused by dislocation accumulation during plastic deformation. The technique was 

calibrated using images obtained from a uniaxial tension test performed in-situ in the 

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) so that the magnitude of the average plastic 

strain in the field of view of an image could be related to the Full Width at Half of the 

Maximum (FWHM) for the image. The crack was initiated from the notch and TSA 

data were collected after crack growth of 3.0 mm on one side of the specimen followed 

by observation in the SEM and BSE image capture on the other side after completion 
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of each experiment. The results from the two techniques are in general agreement. The 

value of the experimental radius of the plastic zone perpendicular to the crack growth 

found from the TSA data is in between the values of radius plastic zone perpendicular 

and parallel to the crack growth found using the BSEIA technique. All three values are 

nearly similar and exhibit very good agreement with the theoretical radius of plastic 

zone calculated using Dugdale’s approach. Immediately after a 50% overload for 10 

cycles the plastic zone area calculated from BSEIA increased by 60% while the plastic 

zone area found from TSA data exhibits an increase of 57% which shows an excellent 

agreement between the techniques. After the application of an overload the area of the 

plastic zone starts decreasing until it reaches the pre-event value predicted by theory. 

Crack tip plasticity has been established as a cause of crack closure and an increase in 

the crack tip plastic zone size due to the application of an overload would intensify the 

effect of plasticity-induced shielding of the crack tip and crack closure as supported by 

BSEIA observations. It has been concluded that BSEIA technique is able to measure 

the changes in plastic zone radius associated to overload and so it has a great potential 

in identifying the role of crack tip plastic zone in crack closure and plasticity-induced 

shielding.   

5. Application of BSEIA technique to the other materials  

The BSEIA study was expanded to use the technique for the Al 2024-T3 and Al 6061-

T6 materials used in present research. The mechanical polishing and electropolishing 

techniques were developed suitable for both the materials. Unfortunately, these 

materials developed severe etch pits during electropolishing process and their grain 

boundaries were not clearly visible due to the different atomic number of the materials 

in these alloys. So, it was concluded that the BSEIA technique is not applicable to 

Aluminium alloys.  
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6. The C-NIC technique - an alternative to BSEIA technique 

Considering the facts that, the access to FE-SEM microscope is not available to many 

research institutes, the cost of running the SEM and image acquisition time is higher, 

the use of Circular Nomarski Interference contrast microscopy (C-NIC) was suggested. 

The FWHM of the C-NIC images were compatible with the BSE images. It has been 

concluded that the results from C-NIC microscope should be explored further in order 

to examine its potential to quantify the plasticity surrounding the fatigue crack. 

7. The comparison of experimental plastic zone contours with the plastic zone 

contours predicted by previous researchers 

The plastic zone contours for small scale yielding under plane stress conditions 

proposed by Hutchinson in 1971 and by Shih in 1973 have never been demonstrated 

and validated experimentally. Hence, in the current project, the experimental plastic 

zone contours were obtained using the TSA technique for a range of strain hardening 

exponents. The plastic zone contours proposed by both of these researchers are different 

in shape and size except for a value of strain hardening exponent of n=1. The author 

reproduced Hutchinson’s plastic zone contours by following his methodology and there 

was a very good agreement between the plastic zone contours achieved by Hutchinson 

and the same reproduced by the author. However, the experimental results do not match 

with the numerically predicted plastic zone contours of Shih for all value of strain 

hardening exponent. It has been concluded that experimental results do not validate 

Shih’s predictions but they are in accordance with Hutchinson’s solution. 

8. Characterisation of the plastic zone using a novel method 

The radius of the plastic zone refers to a circle or a circular arc which is an inappropriate 

shape to describe the plastic zone. Furthermore, the shape of the plastic zone changes 

during different modes of loading depending on plane stress or plane strain condition. 
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The area of plastic zone has an additional advantage compared to the plastic zone radius 

as it contains the information about both shape and size of the plastic zone parallel and 

perpendicular to the crack growth. Hence, a novel methodology to characterise the 

plastic zone size during fatigue crack growth has been developed. This methodology is 

based on the fact that the plastic zone size is dependent on the value of strain hardening 

exponent but the shape is independent of the value of strain hardening exponent. The 

plastic zone size was determined by applying Irwin and Dugdale’s plastic zone radius 

as variables in the equation of a bean curve which is a plane algebraic quartic curve. It 

was concluded that the bean curve has great potential to model the plastic zone size 

because there is good agreement between the plastic zone found using proposed method 

and corresponding experimental plastic zone for all three value of strain hardening 

exponent. It can be concluded that the novel methodology provides an improved 

prediction of the crack tip plastic zone area compared with theoretical predicted models 

which either relies on plastic zone size or shape.  

Concluding Remark:  

This doctoral dissertation provides the following original contributions in the field of fracture 

mechanics,  

1) A comprehensive study of the effects of value of strain hardening exponent on 

crack closure and overloads on fatigue cracks in terms of the experimental stress 

intensity factors, radius of crack tip plastic zones and crack growth rates. 

2) Experimental characterisation of plastic zone at micro-scale using a Back 

Scattered Electron Image Evaluation (BSEIA) technique before, during and 

after the application of overload. 
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3) The experimental validation of the plastic zone contours for small scale yielding 

under plane stress conditions proposed by Hutchinson in 1971. Shih’s theory 

has not been validated with the experimental results obtained in this work 

4) A novel method to model the crack tip plastic zone size using a mathematical 

function. 

This doctoral dissertation provides understanding of the effect of value of strain hardening 

exponent on the structural behaviour of engineering materials. This work shows how materials 

of various values of strain hardening exponent behaves after application of overload and in the 

presence of crack closure. The technique utilizing thermoelastic stress analysis can be used to 

study different fracture scenarios and materials to increase the understanding in the effects of 

crack closure on fatigue crack growth rate. The novel method to model the plastic zone will 

help develop better post-fracture life prediction model that can be used for less conservative, 

energy saving engineering designs.  
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Chapter 7 

Future Works 

To gain a deeper understanding of how value of strain hardening exponent affects the size of 

the plastic zone, crack closure and overload retardation, series of further experimental studies 

are suggested:  

(1) In the current project, three value of strain hardening exponent were chosen ranging 

from 6 to 14. It is proposed that in future, the study should be performed on 

materials such as copper, 304 annealed mild steel whose value of strain hardening 

exponent is very high (n≈2)  

(2) The current study was focused on experimental plastic zone for plane stress 

condition. It is recommended that in future the experiments should be performed 

for plane strain condition. 

(3) At present, the BSEIA technique was only applicable to pure Titanium. Further 

work needs to be done to establish the other materials whose plastic zone can be 

characterised using this technique 

(4) The initial results from C-NIC microscope were encouraging and they should be 

explored further in order to examine its potential to quantify the plasticity 

surrounding the fatigue crack. 

(5) The novel method proposed to evaluate the plastic zone using a bean curve was 

applied to the plastic zone for constant amplitude loading. Further research is 

needed to determine its applicability during the overload scenario. 
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